Day 1: Tuesday 6th December at 10.30
A good selection of quality modern office furniture & equipment. PCs & printers.
House clearances: sofas, tables, chairs, chests of drawers, bedroom furniture, wardrobes, books,
ornaments, TT table, pool table. Fishing tackle. TGA VitaX all terrain mobility scooter. Gifts & toys.
2 Rocking horses, Commercial & Domestic Catering items from pubs & restaurants. Carpets / runners.
Liquidated stock: Designer Classic Reproduction & Contemporary Furniture & Lighting.
chairs & sofas incl. Egg & Swan chairs, Eames DSW / DAR. Arne Jacobsen, Corona &
Barcelona chairs. Tulip tables. Stools. Le Corbusier, Florence Knoll, Hans Wegner style sofas.
Many designer lamps & lights: hanging, pendant, floor standing, wall, table & desk lamps.
Fine Antique & Period Furniture: Brass mounted dining table & 6 mahogany chairs,
18thC walnut gate leg table, Louis XV1 style ormolu bureau plat, inlaid mahogany sideboard,
18thC bureau bookcase. Escritoire, Chests of drawers, coffers, dressing mirrors, mercury banjo
barometer, Qing dynasty gilt black mirror vase, early whatnot, pr of bronze lamp bases, oil paintings,
prints, Qianlong rice paper painting, bronzes, collectables, ornaments, china, glassware & silver.
Deceased Estate: A collection of approx 10,000 Records: LPs & singles: 50s, 60s & 70s,
incl. Elvis, Beatles, Rolling Stones, Bobby Vee, Lulu, Searchers, Georgie Fame, Cliff Richard,
Beach Boys, Billy Fury, Tommy Steele, Hollies & 100s of others, many signed by the artist.
Also 150 Boys Annuals 50s / 60s / 70s incl. Rupert, Dandy, Victor, Eagle, Hotspur.
100s Autographed photos. Star Trek & Star Wars collector's items.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Day 2: Wednesday 7th December at 10.30
J. Acreman Ltd, Electrical Contractors in Liquidation: Tools, Test Equipment, Electrical Stock & 6 Vans..
Incl. Bosch, Hilti, Makita, Rems power & cordless tools. Generators, step ladders, lighting, cut off saws. Test
Equipment: 8 x Megger MFTs, Fluke/Robin MF testers. PAT tester. 15 pallets of mixed electrical items incl.
light fittings, ducting, consumer units, sockets, LED panels, bulbs etc.
A large qty of 9 pallets of rolls of various electrical cable.
Vehicles: 5 x Renault Kangoo SL17 DCi 70+ Panel Vans 04 - 07. Transit Connect T200 TDDi 03
Warehouse: Electric forklift reach truck by Jungheinrich, high lift pallet trucks by Ekwo, powered pallet trucks
by Jungheinrich, ladders, steps, work benches, flight cases, gas bottle cage, racking. Engineering: Rank Taylor Hobson pantograph engraver, Selson Senior horizontal mill, Ucimu circular saw, Startite band saw type
316, compressors by Ingersoll-Rand, Hydrovane, Comp Air , Pressure washers by Karcher, Demon.
inverter arc welders, space heaters, hand tools, submersible pumps,
Woodworking: 2 spindle moulders 2 dust extractors, Dominion chisel mortiser, circular saws by DeWalt,
Elektra Beckum & Fox. Ex demo machines: Jet Saw-benches, mitre / band / scroll saws,
chisel morticer, wood lathes, radial drills, micro lathe, bench grinders, spray system etc.
Misc: Durox blocks, Heras fencing, roofing slates, boards, Celotex insulation, IBCs, cement mixer, timber,
paddle mixer, 2 x SRL Radiolight traffic light sets, Ifor Williams 2Horse Box. Wooden Farm gates, fence panels.
500+ Rose plants and other shrubs

On view : Saturday 3rd Dec. 9am - 1pm. Monday 5th Dec. 9am - 7pm

ALL THE TIMES LISTED BELOW ARE AN APPROXIMATE GUIDE ONLY

DAY 1: Tuesday 6th December 2016
ROSTRUM 1 front of Hangar 1 - Starting at 10:30am at Lot 1
Lot 1--200 Items from house clearances, gift items, bikes, misc etc Lot 201-296 IT, computers, laptops, TVs, printers, etc
Lot 297-349 DVD box sets, gift/novelty items toys etc. Lot 361-438 Fishing Section Lot 450-590 Designer style Lighting
Lot 600-834 Antiques, Collectables, Pictures, Prints, Carpets etc
Lot 841-979 Special section Approx 10,000 vinyl LPs & singles, collectables, annuals etc
LOT NO:

APPROX TIME:

1

10:30am

130

11:30am

260

12:30pm

390

1.30pm

520

2:30pm

650

3:30pm

780

4:30pm

910

5:00pm

979

END OF THIS ROSTRUM

ROSTRUM 2 - back of Hangar 1 - Starting at 10:30am at Lot 1001
Lot 1001-1260 Office furniture & equip, etc
Lot 1261-1518 Designer style Seats, Sofas, tables, etc
Lots 1519-1600 blank lots
Lot 1601-1916 Catering section
LOT NO:

APPROX TIME:

1001

10:30am

1140

11:30am

1280

12:30pm

1420

1:30pm

1518 (1519-1600 blank lots)

2:15pm

1600 Catering section

2:15pm

1720

3:15pm

1840

4:15pm

1916

END OF THIS ROSTRUM

DAY 2: Wednesday 7th December 2016
ROSTRUM 3 – Hangar 2 - Starting at 10:30am at Lot 2001
Lot 2001-2128 General engineering, warehouse items, tools, woodworking etc
Lot 2130-2275 Liquidation of local electrical contractors: tools, test equipment, cable, stock etc
Lot 2276-2355 Inverter welders & welding supplies, Inverter generators, special section of Axminster Tools (mainly ex-demo) etc
Lot 2359-2478 Builders items, insulation, items in Yard: wood, gates, IBCs etc
Lot 2481-2581 Fence panels, roses, plants, horse box, traffic lights, trailers etc
Lots 2590-2601 Vehicles
LOT NO:

APPROX TIME:

2001

10:30am

2125

11:30am

2250

12:30pm

2375

1:30pm

2500

2:30pm

2601

3:00pm END OF THIS ROSTRUM

ALL THE TIMES LISTED ABOVE ARE AN APPROXIMATE GUIDE ONLY.
EACH SECTION WILL RUN AT DIFFERENT SELLING TIMES SO THIS IS JUST A GENERAL GUIDE OF THE TIMES OF EACH
SECTION. UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE (IE: THE VEHICLE SECTION) THE AUCTIONEERS WILL CONTINUE WITH THE ORDER
OF SALE EVEN IF HE IS AHEAD OF THE ABOVE TIMES. BLANK LOTS AND OPTIONS WILL SPEED UP SELLING, SO WE TAKE NO
RESPONSIBILITY IF YOU MISS A LOT BECAUSE YOU RELIED ON THE ABOVE GUIDE.
IT IS ADVISABLE TO BE HERE TWO HOURS BEFORE THE LOT YOU REQUIRE COMES UP IN ORDER TO REGISTER
AND TO ALLOW FOR VARIATIONS IN THE SELLING SPEEDS ETC

Merry Christmas and a very prosperous New Year to all our customers

CONDITIONS OF SALE
1)

Interpretation
i)
"Bid price" means the price bid by a purchaser for a lot exclusive of any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of goods comprising the lot;
ii)
"Purchase price" means the bid price plus a sum equal to any Value Added Tax chargeable on the supply of the goods comprised in a lot;
iii)
"Purchaser" means the person making the highest bid price for a lot;
iv)
"Vendor" means the person, company or department selling the goods.
v)
"Reference to any enactment, order, regulation or other similar Instrument" shall be construed as a reference to the enactment, order, regulation or Instrument as amended by
any subsequent enactment, order, regulation or Instrument.
2)
General Notice: This sale is not classed as a consumer sale within the meaning of the Supply of Goods (Implied Terms) Act 1973.
3)
Bidding: If any dispute arises between those making bids, the Auctioneer, at his discretion, shall either again put up the lot in dispute for resale or decide the dispute. No person shall
retract his bidding. The Vendor reserves the right to bid himself or by his Agents and to alter, vary or withdraw any lots before or during the sale.
4)
Method of Payment
No goods may be removed until they have been paid for in full. Payment is acceptable in cash, credit or debit cards. Cheques will only be accepted with a letter from the bank clearly
stating they will honour your cheque to an agreed limit, or by our discretion, otherwise goods will be withheld until cheques are cleared. A handling charge of 3% will be added to all
purchases made by credit card. Debit cards will incur no extra charge. BANK TRANSFERS: CHAPS payment may be made directly into our account (please contact the office for
bank details). Please note: BACS payments are a 3 day process and must not be used as a payment method where receipt into our bank account exceeds the final clearance date.
PLEASE NOTE: due to money laundering regulations: NO CASH PAYMENTS OVER £8,000 WILL BE ACCEPTED.
5)
Buyers Premium and VAT charges:
A buyer’s premium of 15% plus VAT will be charged on all lots, except Vehicles at 10% ... All lots in this sale will attract VAT at the current standard rate on the hammer price,
unless specified as being entererd from a non-VAT registered vendor as indicated by ‘nv’ on the item description, or as indicated in the catalogue. Vat will be charged at the current
rate. A £200 refundable Deposit will be required to be lodged either by card or cash, by any person wishing to purchase vehicles.
6)
Payment of Balance: Vendor's Powers on Non-Payment
Before all lots are removed by the Purchaser, he shall pay in full the purchase price for all the lots bought by him. No transfer of lots by the Purchaser shall be allowed. Such purchase
price shall be paid for on the day of the sale. If the purchase price is not paid by the Purchaser, all monies deposited shall be forfeited and the Vendor shall be at liberty without
prejudice to any other remedies to resell any lot or lots or any part thereof remaining unmoved and unpaid for by the Purchaser by public or private sale without giving prior notice to the
Purchaser, and after allowing for any deposit forfeited as aforesaid, any deficiency which may arise on such resale shall be made good by the Purchaser and shall be recoverable from
him as liquidated damages or deducted from the sums due to him under this or any other contract between him and any Department of Her Majesty's Government. Any increase of
price obtained on resale shall belong to the Vendor.
7)
Commission Bids:
MST Auctioneers Ltd will be pleased to execute bids on your behalf should you not be able to attend the sale. This service is free of charge and whilst every effort is made to secure
your lots, NO GUARANTEES are given. The Auctioneer will bid as if you are in the room therefore securing the lot at the best price, He will not open the bidding at your maximum
price. The final price may well be lower than the bid you leave. Debit or credit card details may be required as security on any bids left over a total of £200.
8)
Safe Working Practice & Personal Injury
Both the Vendor and the Auctioneer require that in pursuit of safe working practice all equipment used for lifting and transporting heavy items which have been purchased at the auction
should be covered by appropriate insurance and registration documents. This is especially the case in relation to cranes, lifting tackle and forklift trucks. Documentation may be
required for inspection. Futhermore, appropriate protective clothing, such as hard hats and safety shoes, must be worn during these activities and due regard paid to safe manual
handling practice. Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any accident or damage to life or limb which may occur prior to or during the progress of the Sale or at
any time during the removal of lots except to the extent that such accident or damage arises from the negligence of the Vendor or the Auctioneer. Only MST staff may handle and
remove goods from the auction rooms except where special conditions apply (see special conditions sheets). The Buyer takes on responsibility to insure against and to make good any
injury or damage to persons or property caused by the Buyer, their carriers, servants or agents. Goods marked ‘Trade’ are to be purchased only by a member of the appropricate Trade
or installed by a competent member of that Trade.
9)
Faults and Errors
The lots are sold "as they lie" with all faults and errors or mis-statement or description, measurement, weight, quantity, quality, number or otherwise (whether of a substantial nature of
not). The Purchaser shall be deemed to have inspected the lots he buys and if he buys without previous inspection, he shall do so at his own risk. The lots are not sold by sample but if
in any case, a sample shall be displayed, it shall be upon the understanding that this contract shall contain no implied condition or warranty as to quantity or otherwise or that the lots are
free from any defect rendering them unmerchantable.
10) Claims Concerned with Condition of Goods
The goods shall be acquired by the Purchaser at his own risk. The Purchaser shall make no claim against the Vendor or any servant of the Crown in respect of any loss, damage or
injury (whether to person or property) suffered by the Purchaser in the course of or at any time after the delivery of the goods and in any way connected with or arising out of the
condition of the goods.
11) Risk:
Neither the Vendor nor the Auctioneer shall be responsible for any lot or part thereof after the fall of the hammer, from which time all lots shall remain the responsibility of the Purchaser.
12) REMOVAL: ALL LOTS SHALL BE REMOVED AT THE PURCHASER'S EXPENSE AND RISK. A CHARGE OF £2 PER LOT PER DAY WILL BE CHARGED

ON ANY LOTS REMAINING AFTER 7 DAYS FOLLOWING THE SALE. GOODS REMAINING AFTER 14 DAYS WILL BE DEEMED TO BE ABANDONED AND
WILL SCRAPPED OR OFFERED FOR RESALE AT THE AUCTIONEER’S DISCRETION, UNLESS STORAGE HAS BEEN ARRANGED WITH THE
AUCTIONEERS. The Purchaser shall comply with any directions with respect to the removal of goods which may be given by the Auctioneers.

13)
14)

15)
16)

17)

Auctioneers Powers of Non-Removal:
All storage and expenses must be paid in full before the lot can be removed. In the event of the purchaser not removing their goods, the auctioneer will be entitled to reoffer the goods in the next sale, and deduct all expenses incurred. (See Clause 12). Any balance will be returned to the purchaser.
Random Searching of Vehicles
The Auctioneers shall have the right, if it so desires, without compensation to the Purchaser, to search vehicles carrying Goods to which the contract relates, before such vehicles leave
the Auctioneers premises, in order to check that the Goods being removed correspond to the Contract Particulars. This right shall include the right to search the whole of the vehicle,
and the right to require the vehicle to be unloaded if this is necessary for the check to be made. If the vehicle collecting the Goods is now owned or hired by the Purchaser, the
Purchaser shall ensure that the owner or hirer agrees to the exercise of this right by the Auctioneers.
Lifting and Towing
Where the Auctioneers gives assistance with the lifting and/or towing within the Auction House in connection with the collection of goods such assistance is given entirely at the
Purchaser's risk and the Vendor shall incur no liability whether in contract or in tort in respect other than in respect of injury to persons arising from the negligence of the Vendor.
Loss Caused by Removal:
Where the removal of any lot or lots causes loss or damage to any land or property including any other lot or the death or injury of any person, the Purchaser of the lot or lots being
removed shall:i) Indemnify the Vendor against any liability or any payment reasonably made by him in respect of such loss, damage or death or injury (including any payment made in connection
with the death or injury of any servant of the Crown under any Statute, Warrant, Order, Scheme, Regulation, Conditions of Service or other arrangements making provision for
payments in respect of the death, disablement, sickness or other injury of servant to the Crown and
ii) In the case of loss or damage to land or property of the Crown or any lot not sold to the Purchaser, at the option of the Vendor either make good the loss or repair the damage,
whether before the removal of his lots from the premises is completed or after removal as the Vendor may require, or pay the cost of asking good or repair as estimated by the
Vendor whose decision shall be binding on the Purchaser provided always and subject to the provisions of Conditions 14 hereof:
iii) the Purchaser shall incur no liability under this Condition if he is able to show that such loss, damage or injury was not attributable to the neglect or default of himself, his servants,
agents or sub-contractors and nothing in this Condition shall relieve the Purchaser of any liability to the Crown or the Vendor arising apart from this Condition.
Rescission by Vendor:
In the event of the Vendor after the Sale not being able to give a good and sufficient title to or delivery of any lot or part thereof before its removal, or in the Vendor's opinion the removal
of any lot will endanger or permanently damage any building or other property, the Vendor may by written notice to Purchaser of such lot or lots delivered to him or his agent or sent by
post to his place of abode or business last known to the Auctioneer rescind the sale of such lot and repay to the Purchaser any deposit money paid in respect thereof.

18) Limitation of Vendor Liability: The Vendor shall not be liable in respect of any claim whether in contact or in tort (other than claims in respect of injury to persons arising out of
negligence of the Vendor) by the Purchaser arising out of or in any way in connection with the sale of all or any of the goods for any sum exceeding the amount of the deposit or
purchase price (as the case may be) paid by the Purchaser in respect of the goods the subject of the claim.
19) Document Inadvertently Left in Furniture, etc.
Where any lot consists of or includes office furniture or equipment, the Purchaser shall inform the Vendor as soon as possible of the discovery in or on the lot(s) of any document,
illustration, plan, tape, film, or other record not mentioned in the description of the lot and shall give the Vendor such information and afford him such facilities for examining any such
items as he may require and shall deliver it to him forthwith if he shall so direct. The property in any such document, illustration, plan, tape, file or other record shall pass to the
Purchaser only if the Vendor signifies in writing his intention that it should pass. Purchasers are reminded that the Official Secrets Act 1911-1939 created offences in relation to the
unauthorised possession or communication of certain information.
20) Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
It is expressly brought to the Bidder’s attention that, at the time of sale, any item of plant, machinery or equipment contained in the lot(s) may not necessarily comply with the Health and
Safety at Work Etc. Act 1974, Environmental Protection Act 1990, or any other Acts or Regulations thereunder governing the use of the plant, machinery or equipment in a working
environment. Successful Bidders for any such plant, machinery or equipment are hereby required to ensure that the use of any such plant and equipment at a place of work within the
United Kingdom does not contravene such relevant Act or Regulation thereunder applicable thereto.

21)
22)

23)

24)

25)

The goods are not sold as articles for use at work; they are sold on the understanding that the Vendor does not represent them as being in a condition which makes them suitable for
use at work. The purchaser is reminded that if, nevertheless, any of the goods or articles purchased are intended by him to be supplied in due course for use at work, the Purchaser
should, before so supplying them for such use, take such steps as are necessary to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, that such goods or articles will be safe and without risks
to health when properly used and should carry out or arrange for the carrying out of such testing and examination as may be necessary to enable him to carry out the obligations
imposed by the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974
Disputes:
If any dispute or difference arises about any lot or any other matter in relation to the sale other than a dispute between bidders, the same shall be settled by the Auctioneers or any such
person as they shall appoint for the purpose, whose determination shall be fixed and binding on all parties concerned.
Diving Equipment & Breathing Apparatus
All items of equipment related to underwater life support as described as “Diving Equipment” and items used in firefighting described as “CABA , or Compressed Air Breathing
Apparatus” and all associated pumps, compressors, cylinders, fire extinguishers etc. shall be sold as “scrap”. Purchasers must not use any of these items unless the current safety
tests are carried out in accordance with current legislation. Any markings, official stamps or accompanying paperwork should be regarded as an indication only and must not be relied
on. Please refer to Conditions of Sale no. 19 “Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.”
Road Traffic Act Requirements
Purchasers are reminded that any vehicle or trailer sold in this Sale may not be immediately roadworthy or may be of such a design as will not without alteration comply with the Acts
and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment or use. It is generally an offence to use on a road a motor vehicle or trailer which does not comply with these Regulations and
Acts and accordingly, it is a condition of the contract of sale that the Purchaser undertakes not to allow any vehicle or trailer purchased to be used until it complies in every respect with
the requirements of the Acts and Regulations relating to its construction, equipment and use and having regard to its condition to ensure its lawful removal in accordance with the
obligations under the contract of sale.
Export of Goods
The sale of goods as described in the catalogue shall not imply that Department of Industry licences for export of the goods in their present or modified condition will be granted to a
Purchaser. The pursuit of any such licences is entirely a matter for the Purchaser. Purchasers intending to export their purchases are required to advise the Accounts Manager.
Export of goods within the EEC – The sale can be zero rated for VAT on production of a current valid letterhead from the company purchasing the goods with a valid VAT registration
number from the country concerned. In order to comply with HM Revenue & Customs we will take a deposit equal to the amount of VAT concerned, This will be refunded when valid
commercial evidence of removal from the UK is received. This evidence of removal must be within 3 months of the date of supply in order to qualify for a refund of the deposit. Export
of Goods outside the EEC – All goods will be subject to VAT at the current standard rate. In order to qualify for a refund of the VAT and for the sale to be zero rated the goods must
be exported within 3 months of the time of supply and valid evidence of export received by the Auctioneers within one month of the date of export.
Containers etc: Pallets, stillages, baskets, skips, etc. used for the display of the lot are not included in the sale lot unless stated.

OFFICIAL NOTICES
26) Petroleum Mixtures and Paints
The attention of Purchasers purchasing mixtures containing petroleum (e.g. cellulose, is drawn to the requirements of the Petroleum (Mixtures) Order 1929 (SR & O 1929, No.993)
providing that these goods may not be kept, sold or conveyed unless the containers are labelled in conspicuous characters: "Petroleum Mixtures giving off an inflammable heavy
vapour". Purchasers are warned that a licence from the Local Authority is necessary before Petroleum Mixtures may be stored.
27) Scales and Weighing Machines
Responsibility rests with the Purchaser for determining whether or not apparatus when used for commerce conforms to the Weights and Measures Regulations of the Standards
Department, Department of Trade.
28) Chemicals
The attention of Purchasers of chemicals is directed to their obligations to comply with all relevant provisions of the Poisons Act 1972, and of the Poisons Rules made thereunder.
29) Clothing
i)
All crested buttons, insignia and badges must be removed before resale, the buttons and insignia must be mutilated and disposed of as scrap.
ii)
Purchases are deemed to buy on this condition.
iii)
Unless otherwise specifically stated at the description of the lot, all made-up textile products are sold as 'old made-up textile products' as defined at Item 14 of Schedule 4 of
Statutory Instruments 1973 No. 2124 Trade Descriptions - The Textile Products (indication of Fibre Content Regulations 1973).
30) Rag, Flock and Other Filling Materials Act 1951
Any person who acquires surplus bedding and other goods which may contain fillings should be familiar with the obligation of the Rag, Flock and other Fillings Materials Act 1951.
31) Consumer Protection Act 1987 (Upholstered Furniture)
All upholstered furniture is sold for the purpose of "OFFICE" use only, it is the responsibility of the purchaser to make sure it complies with the fire resistant regulations before it is resold for domestic use.
32) Helmets: Any helmets offered for sale are not sold as affording protection to persons on or in motor-cycles and are not of a type approved for use under the Motor-Cycles (Protective
Helmets) Regulations 1974 (E1 No.2000). They may not therefore be sold or offered for resale for us in Great Britain as affording such protection.
33) TRADE AND SCRAP LOTS:
Items deemed to be TRADE/SCRAP lots may only be purchased by persons carrying on a business of buying goods of the same description as those supplied and they
must be fully aware of their legal obligations under all relevant statutes and legislation, and MUST sign our relevant form to confirm they are aware of these obligations.
34) Tyres, Covers and Tubes
The tyres, covers and/or tubes are sold "as they lie" and without guarantee by the Government or by the manufacturers, and all conditions and warranties whatever, whether statutory or
otherwise, are hereby expressly excluded.
35) Ladders, Steps and Trestles These goods are offered for sale upon the express understanding that no warranty of their condition or safety is given or implied.
36) Smoking Smoking is NOT permitted anywhere on the premises.

SPECIAL NOTICE: PLEASE BE AWARE THAT ALL LOTS MUST BE INSPECTED, EXAMINED, REPAIRED, RECONDITIONED, TESTED AND
CERTIFIED THAT THEY MEET ALL CURRENT REGULATIONS, AS WELL AS THE HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK ACT, CONSUMER
PROTECTION ACT, AND THE CONSUMER SAFETY ACT, BEFORE THEY ARE RE-USED OR RE-SOLD, THUS MEETING HEALTH AND
SAFETY AND DUTY OF CARE REQUIREMENTS
01/12/16

MST Auctions on 6th & 7th December 2016. All lots subject to VAT @ 20% unless specified “NV”. 15% + Vat Buyer’s Premium except Vehicles @ 10% PAGE

DAY 1:

TUESDAY 6th December at 10.30 am..
Commencing on Rostrum 1, by Sale room office.
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NV: a quantity of domestic pedal bins contents of 1 shelf
A quantity of cleaning equipment including mop buckets, cleaning in progress
signs etc contents of 1 shelf
NV: a large quantity of artificial roses & other wedding display type items
contents of 1 shelf
NV: a large quantity of artificial roses, garlands etc contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of misc items including a G-tech vacuum type: SW19, a small
Max Vacuum type: VC-S1003, chairs, steps, a lamp etc contents of 1 shelf
240v (Trade)
NV: 5 square light units for use with a suspended ceiling, contents of half a shelf
240v (Trade)
NV: 5 boxes containing various gift items contents of half a shelf
NV: 9 boxes containing various gift items contents of 1 shelf
NV: 13 boxes containing various Christmas gift items contents of 1 shelf
NV: 5 boxes containing various gift items contents of 1 shelf
NV: 8 boxes containing various gift items contents of 1 shelf
NV: 3 boxes containing various Christmas gift items inc felt snowmen, Santa
etc
NV: 1 box containing various gift items including glass angels, mosaic birds etc
NV: 3 boxes containing various gift items inc Cards, wooden owls etc
NV: 5 boxes containing various Christmas type gift items
NV: a quantity of Thomas the tank engine plastic curtains/dividers
NV: 25 boxes each containing 8 x Laser work lamp 12v Chargers, please note
this lot is for the chargers only no work lamps are included 240v (Trade)
NV: 25 boxes each containing 8 x Laser work lamp 12v Chargers, please note
this lot is for the chargers only no work lamps are included 240v (Trade)
NV: 25 boxes each containing 8 x Laser work lamp 12v Chargers, please note
this lot is for the chargers only no work lamps are included 240v (Trade)
NV: 25 boxes each containing 8 x Laser work lamp 12v Chargers, please note
this lot is for the chargers only no work lamps are included 240v (Trade)
NV: 4 wipe clean red patterned upholstered arm chairs & an emergency
evacuation chair by Ferno
NV: 3 book cases & a rotary washing line
NV: 3 folding wooden tables
NV: a red carpet (long rug, VIP walkway used for wedding venues)
NV: a mountain bike by Silverfox type: Rattler
NV: a unisex mountain bike by Muddyfox type: Flare
NV: a ladies hybrid all terrain bike by Emmelle type: Promenade
NV: a vintage 80's ladies racing bike by Claude Butler
NV: a Retro 90's Chrome BMX no make or model visible
NV: a BMX bike by Indi type: Fierce
Blank
NV: a BMX bike by X-rated type: Flair
NV: a retro Ltd Ed hybrid all terrain bike by Universal type: Monte Carlo
NV: 2 mountain bikes (one girls 24 inch - one ladies 26 inch)
NV: 3 children's mountain bikes by X-rated, Excel & Exodus
NV: 3 children's bikes (2 x small mountain bikes & 1 bmx)
NV: 1 flower pot shop stand & one other stand
NV: a large quantity of over 7000 personalized ceramic snowmen & angel
Christmas tree decorations contents of 1 pallet (pallet is not included)
NV: a large Gala tent/marquee including rubber floor tiles, a string of outdoor
lights & 1 other outer lining contents of a cage - cage is not included
(Trade)
NV: 10 pressure reducing wipe clean mattresses by Sidhil, days, permaflex etc
contents of 1 pallet, pallet not included
A ladies all terrain bike by Universal type: Sierra Nevada 26 inch
NV: a vintage 1980s shopping bike by Dawes, comes with 2 new spare tyres
NV: 2 rectangular wooden planters
NV: 2 hexagonal wooden planters
NV: a wooden wishing well planter
NV: a tall free standing bird table with small wooden pitched roof
NV: a tall free standing bird table with small wooden pitched roof
A large changing room bench with coat hooks above & shoe rack beneath
NV: a resin round garden bird bath
NV: a resin round garden bird bath
NV: a glass topped decorative metal framed dining table
NV: a decorative metal shelving unit with 4 glass shelves
A quantity of vacuum cleaners & accessories including a Numatic wet & dry, a
Henry, 2 x Hetty etc 240v (Trade)
A mobile gas fire & 4 other electric heaters 240v & Gas (Trade)
NV: a quantity of various items including a sewing machine by Singer, a tall
wood effect table & a hifi cabinet 240v (Trade)
1 treadmill by Roger black fitness, tested working 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 low impact exercise machine by EGL fit & a lateral thigh trainer
NV: a quantity of Christmas flowers in pots contents of 1 pallet, pallet is not
included
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1

NV: 7 boxes containing Thermo planters for tropical water lilies
NV: 7 boxes containing Thermo planters for tropical water lilies
NV: 4 boxes containing a quantity of door spy hole covers
NV: 4 boxes containing a quantity of door spy hole covers
NV: a quantity of blue/pink tissue box covers
NV: a quantity of blue/pink tissue box covers
NV: a quantity of blue/pink tissue box covers
A caravan awning by Campion Production Aps, states for all caravans on the box,
Contents of 2 boxes
NV: a quantity of various items including a gas fire, a cast iron fire basket, fishing
trolley, router etc 240v & gas (Trade)
A quantity of various items including winter covers for patio furniture, heat lamps &
bird feeders contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
NV: 4 wipe clean cream upholstered arm chairs
A wicker bird carrying basket
NV: a quantity of various items including children's chairs, dog basket, pet carrier
etc contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of office supplies, including in & out trays, clips etc
NV: an old set of sack trucks with solid wheels
NV: an automatic poultry feeder & an old adjustable cast iron mitre cutter by
Wadkin
NV: a quantity of flat packed furniture including shelving & coffee tables etc
contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of items including a pasta machine, lamps, crockery, clocks etc
Contents of 3 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: 1 cordless hedge trimmer by Ryobi (no charger) a Bosch cordless hedge
trimmer, with charger, a grass trimmer & a blow torch contents of 1 shelf 240v
(Trade)
NV: a quantity of telephone base units by Lucent type: callmaster IV, no receivers
included contents of 1 cage, cage not included 240v (Trade)
A large quantity of internet/phone/power cables contents of 1 cage, cage not
included 240v (Trade)
NV: a large multi terrain mobility scooter by TGA type: Vita X - max weight 28
stone - 8mph - vehicle class 3 - price when new œ4995.00 - key & charger are
in the auction office 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of various items including a strimmer 240v, a paint pod, tools,
crockery etc contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves (Trade)
NV: a sewing machine by Singer, a sewing machine by Jones & a manual knitting
machine by Knittax type: Hobbystricker-HK-100 Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a quantity of grey with white fleck ceramic wall tiles contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of various items including pictures, frames, crafting stamps, stickers
etc Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a quantity of various items mostly toys & pictures Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a qty of various items including: 2 nebulizers, 2 suction pumps, catheters,
envelopes etc. Contents of 2 shelves (Trade)
NV: a 12v portable pressure washer by Mobi & 1 Hammer drill by Bosch type:
CSB-400-2 240v (Trade)
NV: a qty of various items incl. toys, CDs, a fish tank cabinet, wooden book shelf
etc. Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a quantity of various novelty/house clearance items including a cool box,
crockery etc Contents of 3 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of various novelty/house clearance items including crockery,
toaster, kitchen items etc Contents of 3 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of various novelty/house clearance items including foot spa,
records, glasses etc Contents of 3 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of various novelty/house clearance items including knitting books, a
toaster, suitcase etc Contents of 3 shelves 240v (Trade)
N/V a reproduction floor standing corner cabinet
NV: 1 light wood effect circular drop leaf table with 4 folding stow under chairs
NV: 1 small wooden desk, 1 wooden shelf unit & 1 mirror
NV: a round folding wood effect table & 4 matching grey upholstered chairs
NV: a quantity of various furniture including: a nest of three tables, a mobile gas
fire, 2 bedside cabinets, a pine headboard etc
NV: a pine effect single wardrobe, a pine 4 drawer desk & pine bedside cabinet
NV: a writing bureau, a chest of drawers, a small telephone table & an old milking
stool
NV: a quantity of Lloyd loom type wicker furniture including a chair, 2 laundry
baskets & a red upholstered ottoman
NV: a freestanding folding pine breakfast bar/kitchen unit with a drawer, cabinet &
rack for 23 bottles of wine
NV: a pine double door wardrobe with large drawer beneath
NV: a small wood effect cabinet & an old wooden dining room sideboard with 2
doors & 4 central drawers
NV: a wood effect 2 door wardrobe with shelving inside - key in auction office
NV: a mobile gas fire, a pressure cooker & a square piano stool (Trade)
NV: a quantity of various items including: 2 cabinets, a chest of drawers, steps, a
semi circular table with metal frame, a Bissell magic broom etc 240v (Trade)
NV: a pine kitchen dresser, with 3 doors, 3 drawers & 4 shelves above
NV: a black glass TV Stand with 2 shelves
NV: a pine chest of drawers & 2 non matching pine bedside cabinets
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NV: a long wooden folding table & 3 wall mounted mirrors
NV: a quantity of various items including a bubble jet spa, Konica Minolta
toner cartridges, picture frames & a dart board, contents of 1 shelf - 240v
(Trade)
NV: A quantity of various items including: lamps, phones, wireless wifi
routers, work wear, bags etc contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
A quantity of various trouser presses, Contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
NV: a pair of unused ski boots by Head type: cyber - size: UK 9.5
NV: 1 reproduction oval extending dining table
NV: a nest of 3 wooden tables & a yard of ale glass & stand
NV a circular occasional table with maroon patterned drapes
NV: a 2 person green upholstered independent electric reclining sofa & a
matching manual reclining armchair 240v (Trade)
NV: an orange upholstered wooden framed sofa bed
NV: a quantity of various household furniture including: a chest of drawers,
bookcase, a plant stand & a small folding table
NV: a yellow upholstered electric reclining/tip out arm chair by Restwell 240v
(Trade)
NV: a cream upholstered wooden framed sofa bed - will split into 2 singles
NV: an electric fire & surround by Dimplex 240v (Trade)
NV: a used leather horse saddle no make or model visible
NV: a log burner effect electric fire by Focal point fires 240v (Trade)
NV: a log burner effect electric fire by Billy type: 3400 240v (Trade)
NV: a Lloyd loom style wicker armchair, an old metal flowerpot & an old
suitcase
A metal framed glass topped coffee table
NV: 1 vax wet & dry vacuum & 1 outdoor leaf vacuum by Eckman type: ELV1
240v (Trade)
NV: a round wicker table & wicker tub chair
NV: a quantity of household furniture including: a desk, TV stand, 5 bedside
cabinets etc
NV: a pine effect wardrobe & a dark wood effect cabinet with 2 doors under &
2 drawers above
NV: a black office desk, red upholstered swivel chair & a pine blanket
box/chest
NV: an Ercol 2 person wooden sofa, 2 matching chairs & towel rail please
note: sofa requires seat straps & no cushions are included
3 bedside cabinets - 2 x pink / white & 1 x white / wood effect
2 four drawer chest of drawers & 2 bedside cabinets - black / walnut effect
NV: a large quantity of various items including: a tent, camping lights, pet play
pen, a suitcase, a dehumidifier by Prem-1-air, Christmas items etc
Contents of 3 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: a wooden dining table with cream painted legs & six matching chairs
NV: a small snooker table with cues & a quantity of balls
NV: a game of table football by BCE type: Table sports
NV: a 2 person beige upholstered sofa
NV: an extending wooden oval dining table & 4 matching wooden chairs
NV: a wood effect coffee table with shelf beneath
NV: 1 Mexican/rustic pine table & 6 matching chairs
NV: a round wood effect table & 4 space saving store under brown
upholstered chairs
NV: a small coffee table with inlaid chess/chequer board
2 bar stools (1 boxed) a wooden chair, magazine rack & wood burner effect
electric fire 240v (Trade)
A mobile granite topped 3 tier wooden display stand
NV: a white 2 door wardrobe
NV: a wood effect corner cabinet with light 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 vintage kitchen cabinets, one has glass doors, 2 sliding doors & 2
drawers, the other has 2 drawers & 2 doors which fold up into a table
NV: a round pine table & 4 dining chairs
NV: 2 table lamps, 1 modern hanging light & a white coffee table 240v
(Trade)
A dark wood effect round drop leaf table
NV: 3 various chests of drawers
NV: a quantity of various heaters, fans, a hotplate, etc contents of 1 shelf
240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of electrical items including: stereo systems, a Casio
keyboard, a sewing machine, radio etc contents of 1 shelf - 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of various items including projectors, a reel to reel tape player,
a box of mono tape reels, a suitcase etc contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
NV: a wood effect kitchen dresser with 2 glass doors above, 2 drawers & 2
doors beneath
NV: a large blue metal pet cage suitable for a parrot etc
NV: a pine oval extending dining table & 4 matching green upholstered chairs
An Electrolux vacuum cleaner & a smaller pull along vacuum by ProAction
240v (Trade)
NV: a fur neck wrap, no make or info on the garment
NV: a luxury mini Barmink fur coat by Alexon
NV: a fur coat no make or info on the garment
NV a ladies vintage leather jacket from the 1980s
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NV: 5 Tibetan shirts and a qty. of ladies dresses and garments from around the
world
NV: a glass topped metal framed hallway type table
NV: a quantity of furniture including 1 old chair, 1 plant stand, 1 shelf unit, 1 small
table & 1 small book rack
NV: 1 light wood effect circular drop leaf table with 4 folding stow under chairs
NV: an electric dehumidifier by Micromark type: MM-9078 240v (Trade)
NV: 3 oil filled electric radiators by Supawarm type: SOFR9 2000w - 240v (Trade)
NV: a small dehumidifier by Hinari 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial office Shredder by Rexel type: ACCO-1150 240v (Trade)
NV: a twin freestanding lamp & a vacuum cleaner by Hoover type: Whirlwind Gas
(Trade) 240v (Trade)
A vacuum cleaner by Dyson type: DC14 & a vacuum cleaner by Vax type: power
pet 8 240v (Trade)
Blank to 184
NV: a small 18 inch Fish tank with wooden decoration (no lid)
NV: a quantity of vintage photographic related items including: a Halina box
camera, tripod, a View-master projector, a large telephoto lens by Prinz type
Galaxy etc contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
NV: a differential over-locker sewing machine by Toyota type: SL-3404D 240v
(Trade)
Blank
NV: an acoustic guitar & case
NV: a quantity of various items including: thunderbird toys, a drum machine,
electronic keyboards clocks etc contents of 2 shelves - 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of children's Hello Kitty red overcoats age 3-6 years
NV: 10 Puzz 3D type Puzzles including: the Vatican, Notre Dame, the Eiffel tower
etc Contents of 2 shelves
NV: 10 Puzz 3D Puzzles including: the Taj Mahal, The orient Express etc
Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a quantity of model kits & games including: a vintage Airfix HMS Victory,
Revell St Louis & Harley Davidson fat boy etc Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a quantity of model kits & games including: a 1965 Corvette, a B type bus,
Pyro sailing ships etc Contents of 2 shelves
Blank
An electronic LED moving message display Sign by Comminicator 2000 type:
SD-3014-ce - no PSU 240v (Trade)
4 exhibition display roller banners contents of 1 shelf
4 freestanding A4 notice boards
NV: 3 various sized wall mounted key safes
NV: 2 audio amplifiers by Cambridge audio & Technics with 2 speakers by
Schneider type: 8026LS Contents of 2 shelves - 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 audio stereo receivers by Rotel & Pioneer with 2 speakers by Bumper type
Pro series contents of 1 shelf - 240v (Trade)
NV: a stereo audio receiver by Teac model: AG-790 240v (Trade)
A quantity of: PC Monitors/ sound bars by Dell (some have stands) 240v (Trade)
NV: a digital piano by Roland type: EP.3 comes with power adapter & song books
contents of 1 shelf - 240v (Trade)
NV: a vintage separate cassette player by Sony & a CD player by Genexxa contents of 1 shelf - 240v (Trade)
A quantity of PC Monitors by Dell Contents of 4 shelves - 240v (Trade)
NV: a vintage wooden mandolin (requires a string repair)
NV: a small wooden Cello & Bow
A quantity of various light bulbs including power savers etc contents of half a
shelf 240v (Trade)
5 x electronic banknote counters by De la Rue type: EV8650 240v (Trade)
NV: an acoustic guitar by Hondo type: Honn with hard case
NV: an acoustic guitar by Guvnor with hard case
NV: a camping/fishing bed type: Indulgence
NV: an office multi printer by Brother type: MFC-7440H 240v (Trade)
An Officejet pro printer by HP type: L7580 240v (Trade)
NV: a multifunction photo printer by Epson type: Stylus RX640 comes with spare
black cartridge & a pack of photo paper 240v (Trade)
A wide format office multi function office jet printer by HP type: 7510 240v (Trade)
An office multi function printer by Brother type: MFC-6490CW 240v (Trade)
NV: a wide format office multi function office jet printer by HP type: 7500A 240v
(Trade)
NV: a Toshiba stereo system with speakers, stand & CD Cabinet 240v (Trade)
A mobile shelving unit with 3 shelves
NV: a rack mount heavy duty audio amplifier by ELV type: ELV800 & 2
unbranded loud speakers 240v (Trade)
NV: a fruit/gaming machine by Red gaming type: Indiana Jones and the kingdom
of the crystal skull 18+ (please note this unit has an intermittent power fault &
coin mechanism is faulty) keys and instruction manual are in the auction office
240v (Trade)
Blank
NV: a colour multi function printer by Dell type: C2665DNF 240v (Trade)
NV: a colour multi function printer by Dell type: C3765DNF 240v (Trade)
NV: a colour laser printer by Dell type: C3760 240v (Trade)
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NV: a colour laser printer by Dell type: C3760 240v (Trade)
NV: a colour laser printer by Dell type: C3760 240v (Trade)
NV: a colour laser printer by Dell type: C3760 240v (Trade)
NV: a colour laser printer by Dell type: C3760 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of electrical related items including: a small fridge with
attached CD player, a digital TV freeview recorder by Humax type: PVR9105T & remote, sky box, car stereo, bluetooth headphones etc contents of
half of a shelf 240v (Trade)
A quantity of office electrical related items including: fax machines, a router, a
display monitor in a case but no key contents of half of a shelf - 240v
(Trade)
A rack mount UPS machine by APC, please note there is an error message:
Batt soft start - therefore battery will not charge 240v (Trade)
A rack mounted server blade by Dell type: PowerEdge R210II (Intel core i3) &
a monitor, keyboard & mouse (no HDD) 240v (Trade)
A quantity of computer related items including: monitors, keyboards, routers,
network switches etc contents of half of a shelf 240v (Trade)
A quantity of office/computer related items including: a printer, envelopes,
folders, a cash box etc, contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
2 laptops by Dell both type latitude models: E4310 & E6410, both of these
units require attention, have had the HDDs removed & have no power
supplies (Trade)
A laptop by Dell type: Latitude i5-2540M - 2.6GHz - 8GB Ram - 120GB HDD
Running a fresh install of Windows 7 Professional & supplied with a 240v
power supply (Trade)
A laptop by Dell type: Latitude i5-2520M - 2.5GHz - 8GB Ram - 250 GB HDD
Running a fresh install of Windows 7 Professional & supplied with power
supply (Trade)
2 tower pc cabinets with no HDDs, a monitor & 3 keyboards 240v (Trade)
An all in one pc/monitor by Lenovo, Intel i5-6400, 2.7GHz, 8gb Ram, running
windows 10 comes with keyboard, mouse & TP-link WiFi Router 240v
(Trade)
A server workstation type cabinet by HP, Xeon 3.2GHz 3gb ram, no HDDs &
an Acer monitor with no power supply 240v (Trade)
A compact tower pc by Packard Bell, AMD A4-50001.5 GHz, 6gb ram,
running Windows 10 64 bit, comes with monitor, keyboard & mouse 240v
(Trade)
NV: a tower pc by Packard Bell, Pentium 4 - 3.2GHz - 2046mb Ram - Vista
32bit, comes with monitor, keyboard & mouse 240v (Trade)
NV: a 35mm camera by Yashica, a 35mm camera by Sigma & 3 various
camera lenses
NV: a tuning kit for a Toyota Hilux (VII) 2.5 D-4D
NV: a Philips personal MP3/CD player, 2 Dictaphones (Sony & Panasonic) &
a Totally Tens machine contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
A time attendance system by Safescan type: TA-8035, features fingerprint
clocking in 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of latex finger ticklers contents of 1 box
7 used PC graphic cards by Ge-force, Radeon, Asus etc & 8 x 1GB Ram
sticks removed from a dell PC Contents of 3 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: a line laser by Black & Decker type: LZR210-XJ & a Digital clamp multimeter by Tenma type: 72-7222 both are battery operated
NV: a laptop computer by Toshiba type: Equium, Intel T2300 dual core
1.66GHz, 1gb ram, running Windows vista 32bit 240v (Trade)
1 laptop by Dell type 6320 with an Intel core i5 2520M 2.5GHz chip, 250Gb
HDD, 8Gb RAM & power supply
NV: a Laptop by HP T7250 core2duo 2.0GHz, 1gb ram, 120GB HDD 240v
(Trade)
A tower pc running an intel i3 chip-2120-3.3GHz, 500gb HDD, 8 gb ram,
comes with large Hanns-G monitor keyboard, speakers & mouse 240v
(Trade)
A tower pc running an intel i3 chip-2120-3.3GHz, 500gb HDD, 8 gb ram,
comes with large Hanns-G monitor keyboard, speakers & mouse 240v
(Trade)
1 laptop by Dell type 6420 with an Intel core i5 2540M 2.6GHz chip, 250Gb
HDD, 8Gb RAM & power supply
1 laptop by Dell type 6420 with an Intel core i5 2540M 2.6GHz chip, 500Gb
HDD, 8Gb RAM & power supply
1 laptop by Dell type 6420 with an Intel core i5 2540M 2.6GHz chip, 500Gb
HDD, 8Gb RAM & power supply
NV: an office all in one printer by HP type: Laser jet pro MFP M125nw 240v
(Trade)
NV: an all in one printer by HP type: Envy-5640 - 240v (Trade)
NV: an all in one printer by HP type: Office jet 5740 - 240v (Trade)
2 x multi printers by Canon type: MP210 & MP495 240v (Trade)
A 26 inch HDTV by Samsung type: LE26R74BD no remote is included 240v
(Trade)
NV: a desk mounted monitor stand by ABL type: ABL-HAFSA(N)-SR
An unused/boxed 32 inch HD Display monitor by Philips type: Q-lineBDL3230QL 240v (Trade)
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NV: a 19 inch LCD TV with DVD player by Venturer type: PLV71198S20 comes
with remote 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of electrical items including: an Alba 19 inch TV, DVD player,
radio, Digi box etc 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 large bass bin speakers with 18 inch drivers 1000w peak & 1 spare black
widow basket 240v (Trade)
NV: a 27 inch HD Ready LCD TV by Toshiba type: 27WLT56B, a Digital HDD
Freeview TV/DVD Recorder by Sony type: RDR-HXD710 with remotes & a
Video/DVD Combi by Sharp type: DV-NC55 240v (Trade)
NV: a HiFi unit by Aiwa & 1 small stereo system by Logik 240v (Trade)
NV: a vintage stereo system with record player by Panasonic type: Ambience
240v (Trade)
A speaker system by Harman Kardon type: Soundsticks this unit requires
attention 240v (Trade)
NV: a surround sound system by Philips type: LX3750W features wireless rear
speakers 240v (Trade)
Blank
Blank
NV: a quantity of electrical items including: a projector, jukebox style CD Player,
Record player, a drill, Stylophones etc - part contents of 1 shelf - 240v (Trade)
NV: a Sinclair ZX Spectrum, a ZX-81, a ZX Microdrive, & a large quantity of
vintage computer games for spectrum, commodore 64, Atari ST etc Contents
of 2 shelves 240v (Trade)
A quantity of adapters/PC/server related cables contents of 1 bay 4 shelves 240v
(Trade)
A quantity of computer & game console related items including: cables,
headphones, xbox power supplies, Component Cables etc Contents of 3
shelves 240v (Trade)
A qty of various computer related items incl. 3 base units (NO HDDs), 3 monitors
etc. Contents of 2 shelves (Trade)
NV: 2 large commercial grade IR CCTV Cameras by LILIN, each include a
movement detector & pole fixing bracket 240v (Trade)
A quantity of office related items including: white board organisers, a small
heater, a cube light boxes etc Contents of 1 bay, 5 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 x halogen heaters by Proteam 1200w 240v (Trade)
NV: 4 x monitors with no stands & 2x DVD players with remotes contents of 1
shelf 240v (Trade)
A large quantity of Xbox 360 console power supplies contents of 3 boxes - 2
shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: a large quantity of various envelopes Contents of 4 shelves
A separate Audio CD/MP3 Player by Teac type: CD-P1260-mkII 240v (Trade)
NV: a qty of CCTV equipment, including a recorder, monitor, 3 cameras etc
Contents of 1 shelf (Trade)
NV: 1 laminator by Ativa type AT-100 A4 - unboxed (Trade)
NV: 1 laminator by Monmouth type ML 389 - unboxed A4 (Trade)
NV: 1 laminator by Ativa type AT-100 A3 - boxed (Trade)
NV: 1 laminator by Ativa type AT-100 A3 - boxed (Trade)
NV: a quantity of electrical related items including: a digital video recorder,
routers, various office items etc Contents of 4 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: a large quantity of Sci Fi DVD Box sets including all nine seasons of the Xfiles, Seasons 1 - 7 of Dexter, Quantum leap seasons 1 to 5, Andromeda etc
Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a large quantity of DVD Box sets including: Merlin, Smallville, Twin peaks etc
& a large number of various CIS box sets Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a large quantity of DVD Box sets including: Farscape, Stargate etc Contents
of 2 shelves
NV: a large quantity of DVD Box sets including: Hi-de-hi, Magnum PI, Castle, Auf
wiedersehen pet, Miami vice etc, , this lot includes a signed Only fools &
horses DVD Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a large quantity of Doctor Who DVDs & Trading cards Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a large quantity of DVD Box sets including: Silent witness, the saint, Law &
order, Lewis, Bergerac etc Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a large quantity of DVD Box sets including: Agatha Christie, tales of the
unexpected, Taggart, Moonlighting, 24, the shield, Boston legal etc Contents of
3 shelves
A glass display cabinet with 2 glass shelves keys in auction office
NV: a large quantity of DVD Box sets & films including: Midsomer murders, Jet li,
Jackie Chan etc Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a large quantity of DVD Films Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a large quantity of DVD Box sets & films including: Last of the summer wine,
Lovejoy, Birds of a feather etc Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a large quantity of DVD Box sets including: Foyles war, Special branch,
murder she wrote, a touch of frost, mission impossible etc Contents of 2
shelves
NV: a large quantity of DVD Box sets including: Waking the dead, the Avengers,
Charlie's angels, UFO etc Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a large quantity of DVD Box sets including: Spooks, Bones, the A-Team,
Macgyver, Numbers, The professionals etc Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a quantity of gift/novelty items by Britains including: combine harvesters,
horse trailers, barns etc contents of 1 bay, 4 shelves
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NV: A large ex retail display model of a Ferris wheel by K'nex in display case
& other K'nex items contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
NV: A large ex retail display model of Space chaos `silver force vs space
pirates' by Meccano in display case 240v (Trade)
NV: 3 ex retail display models of Lite Brix, Xeno &View box - magic twisty
Contents of 2 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: an ex display model of a motorbike by Meccano contents of 1 shelf 240v
(Trade)
NV: a quantity of gift/novelty items Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a quantity of gift/novelty items Contents of 1 bay, 3 shelves
NV: a quantity of gift/novelty items Contents of 1 bay, 3 shelves
NV: a quantity of Halloween gift/novelty items Contents of 1 bay, 3 shelves
NV: 7 ex retail display items including: Toy story 3, Twozies, the Grossery
gang etc Contents of 1 bay / 4 shelves
NV: a quantity of stationary items including exercise books, filofax covers,
plastic A4 covers etc Contents of 1 bay 4 shelves
NV: 5 ex retail display items including: Glitzi globes, Atomicron, Shopkins etc
Contents of 1 bay 4 shelves
NV: a quantity of gift/novelty items Contents of 1 bay, 4 shelves
NV: 18 teddy bears by Paws Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a quantity of Christmas & gift items Contents of 1 bay, 4 shelves
NV: a quantity of gift/novelty related items including: lunch bags, back packs,
other bags etc Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a quantity of gift/novelty items inc a picnic set Contents of 1 bay, 3
shelves
NV: a quantity of gift/novelty items including a Scalextric set (incomplete)
Contents of 1 bay, 4 shelves 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of gift/novelty items Contents of 1 bay, 3 shelves
NV: a large quantity of books including: Doctor who, mostly film/music related
contents of 1 cage, cage not included
NV: a large quantity of magazines including Star trek, wildlife, but mostly
vintage computer magazines (spectrum, amiga ST) etc Contents of 2
cages, cages are not included
NV: a large quantity of Record collector books & magazines contents of 1
cage, cage not included
NV: a quantity of various items including: small cases, books, walking sticks
etc contents of 1 bay, 5 shelves
NV: a garden waste shredder by Bosch type: 2000HP-AXT 240v (Trade)
NV: a vintage exercise bike by Tunturi type: ergometer-W2
NV: 1 Flymo electric lawn mower & 1 Lawn king electric lawn mower 240v
(Trade)
NV: 1 Scotts evergreen seed spreader, a Black & Decker hedge trimmer & a
Bosch garden Strimmer 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 garden chairs, a green house heater & decorative metal fireguard 240v
(Trade)
NV: 2 display stands & pre-printed banners (clothing sale 70% off)
NV: a garden table with decorative metal base, 1 bench & 2 chairs
NV: a quantity of crockery/decorative items including: plates, milk jugs, a
honey pot, a Staffordshire spaniel, water jug etc
NV: 4 various size garden planters
NV: 9 x vintage tops from the 60s/70s
NV: a quantity of Lombok Pottery contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of crockery/glassware & tea-light candle holders Contents of 2
boxes
NV: a quantity of men's wear related items including: jeans shirts etc
Contents of 3 bags/1 shelf
NV: a quantity of men's overalls contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of various items including: stationary, giftware, books etc
contents of 1 shelf
NV: a round wicker log basket
Blank to 360
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NV: 5 x Matt Hayes 4 meter poles.
NV: 6 x Matt Hayes spinning reels
NV: 8 x Waterproof fishing bags & 1 x un-hooking mat.
NV: 9 x small telescopic rods (no reels)
NV: 7 x telescopic rods 11 ft 6 (no reels)
NV: 6 x telescopic landing nets
NV: 1 x Carp rod stand
NV: 1 x Boat landing net
NV: 2 x fish finders, 1 x telescopic boat rod & 1 x rod holder.
NV: 6 x Matt Hayes spinning reels
NV: 4 x Charter beach rods (no reels)
NV: a large qty of sea floats
NV: 27 x spools of sea line (210 m spools)
NV: a qty of various small tackle boxes (over 30)
NV: 8 x small spinning reels
NV: 6 x boxed reels
NV: a qty of assorted sea weights
NV: 1 x Matt Hayes 7 ft boat rod & 1 x Multiplier reel
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NV: 4 x Charter 12ft beach rods (no reels)
Blank
1 x 4pc 2.4m General Use Hi-Modulus Carbon Fishing rod, 1 x 3.3m Match/Float
Fishing Rod & Reel Combo, 10 Asst lures for lake and coastal fishing & 1 x
Tackle box filled with Match/Float fishing accessories
1 x 4pc 2.4m General Use Hi-Modulus Carbon Fishing rod, 1 x 3.3m Match/Float
Fishing Rod & Reel Combo, 10 Asst lures for lake and coastal fishing & 1 x
Tackle box filled with Match/Float fishing accessories
1 x 7 ball bearing 40 size reel with line on, 1 x 3pc 3.6m Match/Float Fishing Rod,
20 freshwater floats & 1 x Tackle box filled with Match/Float fishing accessories
1 x 7 ball bearing 40 size reel with line on, 1 x 3pc 3.6m Match/Float Fishing Rod,
20 freshwater floats & 1 x Tackle box filled with Match/Float fishing accessories
1 x 2pc 3m General Use Fishing Rod, 1 x 20 size reel with line on & 1 x 2.7m
Telescopic Travel Rod
1 x 2pc 3m General Use Fishing Rod, 1 x 20 size reel with line on & 1 x 2.7m
Telescopic Travel Rod
2 x 4 ball bearing 40 size front drag fishing reels with spare spools, 2 x 1 ball
bearing 20 size reel with line on & 1 x PINK 60 size 2 ball bearing with spare
spool and line on
1 x 3.3m Match/Float Fishing Rod & Reel Combo, 1 x Holiday Telescopic rod &
reel combo with 2 spinners, a spoon, snap swivels and a handbook to good
fishing & 1 x 2.7m telescopic general use travel rod
1 x 3.3m Match/Float Fishing Rod & Reel Combo, 1 x Holiday Telescopic rod &
reel combo with 2 spinners, a spoon, snap swivels and a handbook to good
fishing & 1 x 2.7m telescopic general use travel rod
1 x 3 ball bearing surf casting multiplier fishing reel without level wind, 1 x 2pc
3.6m surf/beach casting rod, 3 Asst 28g lures & a set of 3 x 30g lures for lake
and coastal fishing
2 x Holiday Telescopic rod & reel combos with 2 spinners, a spoon, snap swivels
and a handbook to good fishing, 8 Asst lures for lake and coastal fishing, 1 x
Tackle box filled with match/float fishing accessories & a set of 3 blue
holographic 38g wedges
2 x Holiday Telescopic rod & reel combos with 2 spinners, a spoon, snap swivels
and a handbook to good fishing, 8 Asst lures for lake and coastal fishing, 1 x
Tackle box filled with match/float fishing accessories & a set of 3 blue
holographic 38g wedges
1 x 3.3m match/float fishing rod and reel combo, a set of 3 blue holographic 38g
wedges & a set of 5 hard baits/plugs for lake and coastal fishing
1 x 3.3m match/float fishing rod and reel combo, a set of 3 blue holographic 38g
wedges & a set of 5 hard baits/plugs for lake and coastal fishing
A qty of items comprising of a Match float rod (no reel), catapult, rod rest heads,
feeders & hooks
1 x 3pc 3.6m Match/Float Fishing Rod, 1 x 20 size 1 ball bearing reel with line on,
75 barbless hooks to nylon in sizes 10 to 18, 75 barbless carp hooks in sizes 6
to 14, 20 x crystal loaded waggler floats, 4 open end feeders, 4 rod rest heads
& a catapul
A qty of high quality Minnow hard baits - In 7, 12 & 18 cms. Mixed colours.
Weights 6g to 26g Approx. 45pcs
A qty of high quality Minnow hard baits - In 7, 12 & 18 cms. Mixed colours.
Weights 6g to 26g Approx. 45pcs
A qty of approx 60 assorted sea fishing rigs suitable for fishing from the shore,
from the rocks/pier and from a boat
A qty of approx 60 assorted sea fishing rigs suitable for fishing from the shore,
from the rocks/pier and from a boat
A qty of approx 75 various ready tied barbless pole fishing rigs. In hook sizes 14,
16 & 18
A qty of approx 75 various ready tied barbless pole fishing rigs. In hook sizes 14,
16 & 18
A qty of approx 130 various floats suitable for both fresh and saltwater fishing
A qty of approx 130 various floats suitable for both fresh and saltwater fishing
A qty of approx 2000 various fishing hooks to include barbless hooks to nylon in
sizes 10 to 18, Barbless Carp Hooks in sizes 6 to 14, and Barbless Match
Hooks in sizes 8 to 20
A qty of terminal tackle accessories (over 100 packs) to include line, sea rigs,
float kits, rest heads, feeders, carp rigs, boilie stops, and baiting needles
A qty of terminal tackle accessories (over 100 packs) to include line, sea rigs,
float kits, rest heads, feeders, carp rigs, boilie stops, and baiting needles
60 x dry flies, 60 wet flies, 100 x 6g bullet weights, 60 x 13g bullet weights & 10 x
8.5cm hard baits/plugs
60 x dry flies, 60 wet flies, 100 x 6g bullet weights, 60 x 13g bullet weights & 10 x
8.5cm hard baits/plugs
A qty of approx 60 x 100m spools of fluorocarbon fishing line in 17.6 and 26.4lbs
A qty of approx 60 x 100m spools of fluorocarbon fishing line in 17.6 and 26.4lbs
A qty of various terminal tackle fishing accessories to include fluorescent tubing,
shrink rig tubing, booms, wire traces with crimps & float stoppers (Approx. 120
packs)
A qty of various terminal tackle fishing accessories to include fluorescent tubing,
shrink rig tubing, booms, wire traces with crimps & float stoppers (Approx. 120
packs)
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A qty of approx 12000 fishing rig beads in both 4mm and 5mm. Green, Purple
& Red
A qty of approx 65 Asst fishing pirks in 110 - 130mm, 25 - 28g. Mixed colours.
A qty of approx 65 Asst fishing pirks in 110 - 130mm, 25 - 28g. Mixed colours.
A qty of approx 400 treble fishing hooks in sizes 3/0, 7/0 and 8/0
A qty of approx 3000 Limerick Style Fishing Hooks in sizes 1/0, 6/0 and 8/0
A qty of approx 3000 Limerick Style Fishing Hooks in sizes 1/0, 6/0 and 8/0
A qty of approx 2000 Carp Hooks to Nylon (snelled) in sizes 4, 6, 8 and 12
10 x large soft bait twin tail lures for catching large predatory species of fish.
These lures weigh 135g each and measure 25cm. Mixed colours for
changing conditions.
10 x large soft bait twin tail lures for catching large predatory species of fish.
These lures weigh 135g each and measure 25cm. Mixed colours for
changing conditions.
18 sets of assorted fishing lures for both lake and coastal fishing for predatory
fish species (Approx. 66 lures altogether)
18 sets of assorted fishing lures for both lake and coastal fishing for predatory
fish species (Approx. 66 lures altogether)
3 x medium sized beige fishing vests with 14 useful pockets
3 x medium sized beige fishing vests with 14 useful pockets
3 x medium sized beige fishing vests with 14 useful pockets
3 x long sleeved camo t-shirts in size X large, 1 x large fleece camo jacket in
size large & a 2pc green PVC rainsuit in size large
3 x long sleeved camo t-shirts in size X large, 1 x large fleece camo jacket in
size large & a 2pc green PVC rainsuit in size large
A qty of mixed tackle to include 80 hair rigs in sizes 2, 4, 6 and 10, 10 x 20g
method feeders, 8 x 30g spring feeders
8 x assorted Fladen pole fishing roller rests
8 x assorted pole fishing roller rests
20 x Kids Crab/Shrimp/Crayfish traps. Dimensions when assembled: 18.5 x
12.5 x 9cm.
NV: 5 roller blinds
NV: 5 roller blinds
NV: 10 roller blinds
NV: 5 roller blinds
NV: a qty of bait catapults
Blank to 449
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Catalogue now continues with a section of reproduction vintage
designer lights from a company liquidation
A chrome effect bank of 3 ceiling or wall, independent positioning spot lights
A chrome effect bank of 3 ceiling or wall, independent positioning spot lights
2 chrome effect banks of 3 ceiling or wall, independent positioning spot lights
2 chrome effect banks of 3 ceiling or wall, independent positioning spot lights
2 chrome effect banks of 3 ceiling or wall, independent positioning spot lights
2 chrome effect banks of 3 ceiling or wall, independent positioning spot lights
A Powell Industrial chrome effect pendant light model: MP04-CH
A Powell Industrial chrome effect pendant light model: MP04-CH
2 chrome effect domed industrial style pendant lights (please note one is
missing frosted glass)
A large chrome effect Ovesen Domed industrial style pendant light
A large chrome effect Ovesen Domed industrial style pendant light
A large chrome effect Ovesen Domed industrial style pendant light
A large chrome effect Ovesen Domed industrial style pendant light
2 Arne Jacobsen style wall lights in white model: CL608
2 Eclipse wall lights in white model: MBE0003/1
1 Harper industrial style chrome effect pendant light with transparent cable
model: P4027S
1 Harper industrial style chrome effect pendant light with white cable model:
P4027S
2 Harper industrial style chrome effect pendant lights with white cables
model: P4027S
An Olsen style brass effect desk lamp model: LGM001/W
A white Arne Jacobsen style pendant light model: MDE279/1 please note
shade has a dent
A glass cone shaped designer pendant light model: 8009S-1
1 large Harper industrial style Nickel effect pendant light model: P4027
1 large Harper industrial style Nickel effect pendant light model: P4027
1 large Harper industrial style Nickel effect pendant light model: P4027
1 large Harper industrial style Nickel effect pendant light model: P4027
2 large Harper industrial style Nickel effect pendant lights model: P4027
2 large Harper industrial style Nickel effect pendant lights model: P4027
A Powell Industrial chrome effect pendant light model: MP04-CH
A Powell Industrial chrome effect pendant light model: MP04-CH
A Powell Industrial chrome effect pendant light model: MP04-CH
2 Powell Industrial chrome effect pendant lights model: MP04-CH
2 Powell Industrial chrome effect pendant lights model: MP04-CH
2 Powell Industrial chrome effect pendant lights model: MP04-CH
1 large Harper industrial style pendant light in blue model: P4027
2 large Harper industrial style pendant lights in blue model: P4027
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2 large Harper industrial style pendant lights in blue model: P4027
2 large Harper industrial style pendant lights in blue model: P4027
2 large Harper industrial style pendant lights in green model: P4027
2 large Harper industrial style pendant lights in green model: P4027
2 large Harper industrial style pendant lights in black model: P4027
A large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamp with white shade model: 8077J - contents of 2 boxes
A large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamp with white shade model: 8077J - contents of 2 boxes
A large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamp with white shade model: 8077J - contents of 2 boxes
A large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamp with white shade model: 8077J - contents of 2 boxes
A large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamp with white shade model: 8077J - contents of 2 boxes
A large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamp with white shade model: 8077J - contents of 2 boxes
2 large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamps with white shades
- model: 8077J - contents of 4 boxes
2 large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamps with white shades
- model: 8077J - contents of 4 boxes
2 large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamps with white shades
- model: 8077J - contents of 4 boxes
2 large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamps with white shades
- model: 8077J - contents of 4 boxes
2 large Anglepoise style desk/table fitting chrome effect lamps with white shades
- model: 8077J - contents of 4 boxes
A large free standing Anglepoise style chrome effect floor light with white shade model 269F2-CH Contents of 3 boxes
A large free standing Anglepoise style chrome effect floor light with white shade model 269F2-CH Contents of 3 boxes
A large free standing Anglepoise style chrome effect floor light with white shade model 269F2-CH Contents of 3 boxes
A reproduction free standing chrome effect studio light model: F2011A Contents
of 2 boxes
A reproduction free standing chrome effect studio light model: F2011A Contents
of 2 boxes
A reproduction free standing chrome effect studio light model: F2011A Contents
of 2 boxes
A reproduction free standing chrome effect studio light model: F2011A Contents
of 2 boxes
A reproduction free standing chrome effect studio light model: F2011A Contents
of 2 boxes
A reproduction free standing chrome effect studio light model: F2011A Contents
of 2 boxes
A reproduction free standing chrome effect studio light model: F2011A Contents
of 2 boxes
A round George nelson style table top chrome effect lamp - model: CT1105
A round George nelson style table top chrome effect lamp - model: CT1105
An oval George nelson style table top chrome effect lamp - model: CT1105
A Vernon Panton mother of pearl chandelier style floor lamp - model: CF606
A Vernon Panton mother of pearl chandelier style floor lamp - model: CF606
A round George nelson style chrome effect floor lamp - model: CF1101
A round George nelson style chrome effect floor lamp - model: CF1101
An oval George nelson style chrome effect floor lamp - model: CF1101
A medium sized round George nelson style pendant lamp - model: CS1101A
A medium sized round George nelson style pendant lamp - model: CS1101A
A large horizontal oval pendant light in the style of George Nelson model:
CS1102C
A large circular Verner Panton style twisted clear glass chandelier type pendant
light model: P2016
A large circular Verner Panton style twisted clear glass chandelier type pendant
light model: P2016
A large circular Verner Panton style twisted clear glass chandelier type pendant
light model: P2016
A large circular Verner Panton style twisted clear glass chandelier type pendant
light model: P2016
A large circular Verner Panton style twisted clear glass chandelier type pendant
light model: P2016
A large circular Verner Panton style twisted clear glass chandelier type pendant
light model: P2016
A large circular Verner Panton style twisted clear glass chandelier type pendant
light model: P2016
A large circular Verner Panton style twisted red glass chandelier type pendant
light model: P2016
A large circular Verner Panton style twisted red glass chandelier type pendant
light model: P2016
2 large circular Verner Panton style twisted red glass chandelier type pendant
lights model: P2016
Blank
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A large circular Verner Panton style twisted clear yellow chandelier type
pendant light model: P2016
2 large circular Verner Panton style twisted yellow glass chandelier type
pendant lights model: P2016
A medium sized Oval George nelson style pendant lamp - model: CS1106C
A medium sized Oval George nelson style pendant lamp - model: CS1106C
A medium sized Oval George nelson style pendant lamp - model: CS1106C
A medium sized Oval George nelson style pendant lamp - model: CS1106C
A medium sized Oval George nelson style pendant lamp - model: CS1106C
An Arne Jacobsen style floor light in yellow no model visible
An Arne Jacobsen style floor light in light green no model visible
A Paul Henningsen style floor lamp in black - model: MLE3028/1
A Paul Henningsen style floor lamp in black - model: MLE3028/1
A Paul Henningsen style floor lamp in black - model: MLE3028/1
A Paul Henningsen style floor lamp in gold - model: MLE3028/1
A Paul Henningsen style floor lamp chrome effect - model: MLE3028/1
A Paul Henningsen style floor lamp in chrome effect - model: MLE3028/1
A white & chrome effect designer table light with silver shade model: TM02S
A white & chrome effect designer table light with silver shade model: TM02S
A white & chrome effect designer table light with silver shade model: TM02S
A medium sized round George nelson style lampshade - model: CS1101S
A medium sized round George nelson style lampshade - model: CS1101S
A large George Nelson bubble style pendant ball lamp model: CS1101C
A large George Nelson bubble style pendant ball lamp model: CS1101C
A large George Nelson bubble style pendant ball lamp model: CS1101C
A large George Nelson bubble style pendant ball lamp model: CS1101C
A large George Nelson bubble style pendant ball lamp model: CS1101C
A large George Nelson bubble style pendant ball lamp model: CS1101C
2 large George Nelson bubble style pendant ball lamps model: CS1101C
2 large George Nelson bubble style pendant ball lamps model: CS1101C
A designer chrome effect counter balanced wall light model: W603
A designer chrome effect counter balanced wall light model: W603
An Arne Jacobsen style deck light in white model:MTE2020/1
An Arne Jacobsen style deck light in white model:MTE2020/1
An Arne Jacobsen style deck light in white model:MTE2020/1
2 Arne Jacobsen style deck lights in white model:MTE2020/1
2 Arne Jacobsen style deck lights in white model:MTE2020/1
2 Arne Jacobsen style deck lights in white model:MTE2020/1
A large round mesh style monkey pendant light in white model: 8152S-800
A large round mesh style monkey pendant light in white model: 8152S-800
A medium sized round mesh style monkey pendant light in white model:
8152S-800
A Poul Henningsen Artichoke style pendant light in white model: MDE286/1
3 large Oulsen style pendant lights in cream model: MP03L
A large Oulsen style pendant light in white model: MP03L
A large Oulsen style chrome effect pendant light model: MP03L
A Vernon Panton Flowerpot style pendant light in metallic blue model:
P4024C-20
A Vernon Panton Flowerpot style pendant light in metallic blue model:
P4024C-20
A Vernon Panton Flowerpot style desk/table lamp in green model: 8297T
A Vernon Panton Flowerpot style desk/table lamp in green model: 8297T
A Vernon Panton Flowerpot style desk/table lamp in red model: 8297T
A Vernon Panton Flowerpot style desk/table lamp in red model: 8297T
A small Harper industrial style pendant light in black with white cable model:
P4027S
2 small Harper industrial style pendant lights in black with white cable model:
P4027S
2 small Harper industrial style pendant lights in black with white cable model:
P4027S
1 medium sized Harper industrial style pendant light in black with white cable
model: MP01L
2 medium sized Harper industrial style aluminium effect pendant lights with
white cable model: MP01L
1 medium sized Harper industrial style pendant light in green with white cable
model: MP01L
1 medium sized Harper industrial style aluminium effect pendant light with
clear cable model: MP01L
1 black floor lamp in the style of Gubi-Grashoppa
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The following section carpets can be viewed hanging over barrier (look
up)
A large fabric back drop showing The Cherhill White Horse and rolling
countryside
NV: 1 red ground floral patterned carpet
NV: 1 large red ground Kashmir carpet with all over gold floral design approx
380cm x 270cm
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with Tree of Life design, 330cm x 240cm
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NV: 1 red ground Kashmir carpet with traditional medallion design, 330cm x
240cm
NV: 1 ivory ground Kashmir carpet with traditional medallion design, 330cm x
240cm
NV: 1 large ivory ground carpet with floral / leaf design
NV: 1 carpet with octagonal centre design in rectangular panel
The following section of carpets can be viewed hanging on the rack on
opposite side of warehouse
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir rug with all over floral design approx 230cm x 155cm
NV: 1 blue ground Kashmir rug with all over floral design approx 230cm x 155cm
NV: 1 red ground Kashmir rug with unique design, 240cm x 160cm
NV: 1 gold ground Kashmir rug with all over traditional design, 240cm x 160cm
NV: 1 ivory ground Kashmir runner with patchwork design, approx 300cm long
NV: 1 Kashmir rug with unique patchwork design approx 6' x 4'
NV: 1 Meshwani runner, approx 64cm x 250cm
NV: 1 tribal Gazak rug, approx 121 x 122cm
NV: 1 Balochi rug, approx 90 x 138cm
NV: 1 small carpet
NV: 1 modern style two tone carpet
1 modern style carpet by Metro approx 120 x 170cm
1 modern style circular carpet diameter approx 2.23m
1 modern style circular carpet diameter approx 3m
Catalogue now continues on the carpet outside the glass fronted saleroom
with the antique furniture section
NV: a dark wood two section dresser
N/V an Edwardian inlaid mahogany wardrobe with an oval mirrored door and
drawer under
N/V a large mahogany triple wardrobe with one panelled door enclosing hanging
space and 2 panelled doors enclosing sliding trays and drawers.
N/V an Edwardian mahogany wardrobe with a rectangular mirrored door and
drawer under
N/V a fine Georgian mahogany bureau bookcase with a dental course top, 2
astral glazed doors enclosing adjustable shelves, a fall front enclosing a fitted
interior with secret drawers and 4 graduated drawers below with cock beading,
brass Swan neck handle
Blank
N/V a reproduction oak long case clock with an ornamental brass face glass door
enclosing pendulums and brass weights
N/V an Edwardian ebonised back chiffonier with open shelves, cupboards and
drawers and a similar black mirrored top
N/V an ornamental cast-iron fireplace with basket and pine fire surround
N/V an oval wall mirror in a decorative gilt frame
N/V an oval wall mirror in a decorative black and gilt with glass bead frame
N/V a mahogany frame rect. wall mirror
N/V a decorative blue enamel solid fuel stove by Godinette
N/V a wooden 2 drawer filing cabinet and an oxidised coal bin
N/V a small rectangular wall mirror in a decorative Chippendale style mahogany
fretwork frame with griffin motif
N/V an early mahogany banjo shaped mercury barometer with mercury
thermometer
N/V a decorative French style mahogany and walnut wardrobe with an oval
mirrored door and a matching four foot bed - door hinge requires attention
N/V 2 similar reproduction linen-fold oak corner cabinets each with a leaded
glazed door - both have built in lights (Trade)
N/V an Edwardian carved mahogany chiffonier with 3 drawers, 3 doors and a
bevelled mirrored back
N/V a 1930s pale wood Bergere three piece suite with pale blue upholstery
N/V a reproduction oak sideboard with 2 cupboards and 4 drawers
N/V four various mahogany Victorian style dining chairs
N/V a bevelled wall mirror in an oak frame and a two-tiered tea trolley
N/V a pair of carved mahogany elbow chairs with green upholstered seats and
cane backs.
N/V a pair of bedroom chairs with cane seats
N/V a pine chest of 3 drawers with turned knobs
N/V a reproduction Victorian style mahogany oval topped pedestal table with
scroll legs
N/V a set of 4 Edwardian inlaid mahogany bedroom chairs
N/V a nest of 3 reproduction coffee tables and an embossed brass coal box
N/V a reproduction rectangular topped oak drawer leaf dining table and a set of 4
matching dining chairs with tapestry seats
N/V a Victorian mahogany framed swing mirror with an oval glass and trinket
compartments
N/V an Edwardian inlaid mahogany bedroom cabinet with 2 drawers and 2 doors
N/V a Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with turned knobs
N/V an Edwardian mahogany dressing chest with a swing mirror and drawers
under
N/V an oak floor-standing cabinet with 2 doors and 3 drawers under
N/V a Victorian mahogany semicircular console table with a mottled marble top
N/V a blue and white gingham upholstered bedroom chair
N/V two mahogany hall side tables
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N/V a mahogany bookcase with 2 glazed doors enclosing shelves.
N/V a bentwood bedroom chair, a mahogany piano stool with a lift lid and a
floral decorated fire screen
N/V an Edwardian mahogany sideboard with 2 drawers and 2 doors
N/V a Victorian carved mahogany 3 seater couch with pink brocade
upholstery on scroll legs
N/V a reproduction mahogany cylinder top writing desk with an fitted interior
and drawers on cabriole legs
N/V an oak hall stand with mirror and open coat hooks
N/V a vintage yellow painted kitchen cabinet with a fall front, drawers and
doors
N/V a rectangular wall mirror in a gilt frame
N/V 2 oak tea trays
N/V a small tabletop revolving commercial display stand
N/V a large cast-iron flywheel
N/V a large rectangular topped oak refectory table with "X" end supports
N/V a set of 3 oak Chippendale style dining chairs and an oak bedroom chair
with a rush seat
N/V a vintage gold coloured and decorated 3 tier tea trolley
N/V a circular mahogany revolving coffee table/bookcase and an oval oak
table with twisted legs
N/V a grey fabric upholstered rocking horse
N/V an Edwardian mahogany Sutherland table with spindle turned legs
N/V a mahogany rectangular topped side-table with one drawer
A cast-iron fire basket
N/V 2 decorative torcheres with circular tops
N/V an early oak bureau with a fall front enclosing a fitted interior and 3
drawers below on bracket feet
N/V a pair of decorative brass fire dogs with fire basket, fire screen and a
brass companion set
N/V 2 wooden "T" squares
N/V a large mahogany open fronted bookcase with adjustable shelves
N/V 2 upholstered footstools
N/V a pale painted bathroom chair
N/V a reproduction pink buttoned back bedroom chair
N/V a reproduction decorative wooden spinning chair
N/V a Regency mahogany elbow chair with a cane back
N/V a grey painted bedside chest of 3 drawers
N/V a pair of oak spindle back dining chairs with rush seats.
N/V a pair of Edwardian mahogany bedroom chairs
N/V a black and red decorative oriental circular topped occasional table
N/V an oak hall chair with a tapestry upholstery
N/V a decorative dapple grey wooden rocking horse
N/V a mahogany circular topped wine table with a pie crust edge on a tripod
base
N/V a reproduction green buttoned leather upholstered captains style swivel
office chair - wheels require attention
N/V a pair of Victorian mahogany dining chairs with green seats
N/V 3 mahogany shaped back dining chairs with cream upholstered seats
and a mahogany Chippendale style dining chair
N/V a mahogany framed pink upholstered bedroom chair
N/V a marquetry inlaid mahogany bedroom chair
N/V a Victorian rectangular topped pine kitchen table
N/V 4 leather topped stools and a brown upholstered dressing stool
N/V a barrel topped jardiniere stand, a circular topped wine table and a nest
of 3 coffee tables
N/V a Victorian rectangular topped pine kitchen table
N/V a leather domed top cabin trunk
N/V a freestanding triple dressing mirror
N/V a reproduction rectangular topped mahogany side-table with 2 drawers
N/V a music stool with an upholstered seat
N/V 2 Mahogany shaped top occasional tables each with a shelf under
N/V a small child's roll-top desk
N/V a mahogany bow front writing desk with 5 drawers and brass drop
handles on tapered legs
N/V various small wall brackets and tables etc
N/V a mahogany double stool with ball and claw feet and a tapestry
upholstered top
N/V a mahogany rectangular topped drop leaf dining table
N/V a Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with turned
knobs
N/V a Victorian mahogany dressing mirror with twisted side supports
N/V a Victorian mahogany chest of 2 short and 4 long drawers with turned
knobs
N/V a brass companion set, a brass trivet and an ornate copper and brass
jug.
N/V a 1970s vintage electric organ by Galanti type Deluxe F2, 240v with
manual (Trade)
N/V an early mahogany box base dressing mirror with 3 drawers
N/V a small wooden 2 drawer card index cabinet
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N/V a decorative gilt and white dressing chest on cabriole legs
N/V an Edwardian mahogany bedroom chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers
N/V a collection of misc. walking sticks and riding crops etc
N/V a pine open fronted bookcase with adjustable shelves
N/V a small mahogany oval topped drop leaf occasional table
N/V an inlaid side table with 3 small drawers
N/V an early cross banded mahogany escritoire with a fall front, drawer above
and 2 cupboards below (converted to a cocktail cabinet)
N/V a large mahogany lamp standard with fluted column on square stepped base
(Trade)
N/V a mahogany rectangular topped 3 tier whatnot with turned supports and a
small drawer under
N/V an Edwardian inlaid mahogany oval topped occasional table with shelf under
N/V a Victorian mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with
turned knobs
N/V a large oval mahogany framed dressing mirror
N/V an oak coffer with a lift lid and panelled front
N/V a nest of 4 oriental style carved hardwood coffee tables
N/V an ornate brass lamp standard with fluted column and circular base (Trade)
N/V a small circular wooden footstool / pin cushion
N/V an inlaid mahogany sideboard with 5 drawers and brass knobs on tapered
legs
N/V a pale floral patterned oval Chinese rug
N/V a Georgian oak and walnut drop leaf gate leg table on turned supports
N/V an ornate mahogany torchere with twisted column and a large circular base
N/V a very ornate Louis XV style brass and ormolu mounted bureau plat with 3
small drawers and a leather top
N/V a pair of yellow upholstered armchairs with Empire style carved lion head
arms
N/V a large brass mounted oval ended extending dining table with 2 centre
leaves on fluted tapered legs (would extend much further but no extra leaves
available)
N/V a set of 6 Empire style brass mounted mahogany dining chairs with pink
upholstered seats on fluted and turned legs
Catalogue now continues inside the glass fronted sale room
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames
A vintage Aristocrat Kingsway one armed bandit slot machine, 240v - no keys
(Trade)
A vintage Aristocrat Starlight one armed bandit slot machine (no keys)
N/V 2 framed pictures
N/V a qty. of misc. silver-plated ware
N/V a model boat mould, 2 drums & 6 celebration ales (2 shelves)
N/V a qty. of misc. ladies hats etc (1 shelf)
N/V a qty. of new and boxed Royal Brierley drinking glasses (1 shelf)
N/V 2 hanging light fittings - 1 shelf (Trade)
N/V a floral decorative Victorian jug and basin set with matching chamber pot and
soap dish (1 shelf)
N/V 4 boxed sets of Edinburgh crystal whiskey glasses
N/V 4 boxed sets of Edinburgh crystal whiskey glasses
N/V 9 boxed sets of Edinburgh crystal whiskey glasses, Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various vintage toy cars incl. Lesney, Corgi etc. Contents of 2
shelves
N/V a qty. of misc. tribal carved hardwood animals and other carvings and tribal
memorabilia (2 shelves)
N/V 2 mantle clocks (1 shelf)
N/V 2 boxes of vinyl records (1 shelf)
N/V 4 old wooden carpenters planes and 2 other items (1 shelf)
N/V a qty. of misc. carved tribal animals and figures etc (2 shelves)
N/V 3 model planes & a model galleon (1 shelf)
N/V 2 vintage electrical meters etc (1 shelf)
N/V a qty. of misc. carved wooden ornaments etc (3 shelves)
N/V a large oval topped wall mirror
A framed print of a steam engine
N/V a qty. of misc. pictures and frames
N/V a qty. of various photographic lenses etc
N/V a large rectangular over-mantel mirror in a decorative white frame and a
rectangular bevelled wall mirror in a wooden frame
N/V 2 shot guns slips, 2 cartridge belts and various gun cleaning equipment etc
N/V a framed / signed Plymouth Argyle football shirt
N/V a 4 piece vintage bamboo fishing rod
N/V 3 old stone ware hot water bottles and a qty. of decorative chinaware
N/V a cardboard box folio containing a selection of 6 signed cartoon prints by
Neo Kaiju Project
N/V a large patterned meat plate
N/V 5 stone ware jars & 4 various framed prints
N/V a vintage anglepoise type lamp, a wooden carving and a qty. of decorative
glassware (Trade)
N/V a qty. of vintage decorative coffee and tea ware
N/V a large copper coal bucket and a qty. of misc. decorative brass and copper
ware
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N/V a qty. of misc. decorative chinaware and ornaments etc
N/V a qty. of Royal Doulton coffee ware and other ornaments
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative chinaware and ornaments etc
N/V a qty. of floral patterned Paragon tea ware
N/V a qty. of decorative pink Art Deco style dinnerware - mainly by
Wedgewood
N/V a set of crested bone handled knives with carving set, fitted in a brass
inlaid oak presentation case with a lift lid and lift out tray
N/V a set of 12 silver-plated and bone handled crested fish knives and forks
with servers, in a brass inlaid oak presentation case
N/V a set of 12 silver-plated and mother-of-pearl handled fruit knives and
forks in a brass inlaid oak presentation case
N/V a small framed early Chinese rice paper painting of 3 figures with flowers
size approximately 8" x 6"
N/V a highly decorative green and gilt decorative vase "conjugal peace" Flight
Barr and Barr, the Royal porcelain works Worcester, & also a decorative
gilt ground floral painted vase
N/V a pair of floral patterned Satsuma vases
N/V an "Albany Fine China" figure of Red Rum with jockey Brian Fletcher,
also a signed print of Red Rum
N/V a 19th-century erotic gilded bronze figure of 2 lovers, engraved Giroux
N/V 2 collectable gas masks and a small serrated paper guillotine
N/V a boxed set of pierced silver salts and pepper pots with blue glass liners
and spoons
N/V a qty. of misc. costume jewellery and various decorative fans
N/V a large Qing Dynasty Gold gilt mirror black decorated vase (some
damage) Kangxi Mark on base. 48 cms high.
N/V a pair of late 19th-century bronze lamp bases, one of a puzzled Cupid
the other of a seated female hiding Cupids bow (Trade)
N/V a small embossed brass Christmas box 1914
N/V a decorative brass Tibetan prayer wheel
N/V a 3 tier octagonal silver-plated cake stand
N/V a matching ladies and gents yellow metal wristwatches with studied dials
N/V a 4 piece silver-plated tea set and a qty. of misc. decorative silver-plated
ware and cutlery etc
N/V a tall Victorian brass Corinthian column oil lamp with glass shade and a
later brass oil lamp with a red shade
N/V a qty. of floral patterned Aynsley tea ware
N/V various tall glass vases and jugs, various glass decanters and other
decorative glassware
N/V a large framed and signed racing print by Michael Lyne
N/V a modern stainless steel Daytona wall clock/Rolex advertising clock
N/V a pair of framed Japanese bird and floral pictures
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative large jugs, vases and chinaware etc
N/V a rectangular style wooden mantle clock
N/V a qty. of misc. drinking glasses
N/V 2 framed photographs of a Rolls-Royce and a Bentley
N/V a qty. of white and gilt decorated Royal Worcester tea and coffee ware
N/V a framed oil painting of cattle drinking by John Staddon
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative glassware
N/V 2 small framed sailing caricatures
N/V a large framed oil painting of Buckingham Palace signed William
Rutledge
N/V a soapstone oriental figure, a carved elephant and a qty. of misc.
decorative ornaments and household sundries etc
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative wooden and metal ornaments and candlesticks
etc
N/V a framed oil painting of a seashore scene with rocks
N/V a framed print of Canopus signed Philip West 296/500
N/V a qty. of misc. decorative ornaments and sundries etc
N/V an old mahogany cased printing set & 1 wooden box
N/V a large pottery Chinese Foo temple dog on a lamp base (Trade)
N/V a large framed oil painting of water lilies signed Margaret Mason
N/V a large gilt framed oil painting of a cottage and river scene signed
Margaret Mason
NV: 1 wooden tea trolley & a qty of various framed prints, a sampler, mirrors
etc
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
Catalogue now continues with a large section of LP and single records.
Many of these are signed and viewing is recommended
NV: a qty of various 78rpm records - contents of 2 crates which are not
included
NV: a qty of various 78rpm records - contents of 2 crates which are not
included
NV: a qty of various 10 inch records incl. Frank Sinatra, Hank Williams etccrate not included
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NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. John Mayall, Bill Haley
etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Duane Eddy, Mama
Cass etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of various 12 inch LP records incl. Cliff Richard, Dean Martin, Country
Hits etc - crate not incl.
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Ella Fitzgerald, Judy
Garland etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. The Searchers, Otis
Redding etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Ray Charles, Chubby
Checker etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. T-Rex, Joe Cocker etc crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a large qty of various LP records, CDs etc (none are signed). Can be viewed
under table
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Marty Wilde, Nat King
Cole etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Winifred Atwell, Herb
Alpert etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. The Who, Chuck Berry
etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. David Bowie, Adam
Faith etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. The Byrds, The Animals
etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Ike & Tina Turner, Fats
Waller etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. The Wurzels, Acker Bilk
etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Helen Shapiro, Manfred
Man etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. The Mersey Beats,
Peggy Lee etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. The Moody Blues,
Smokey Robinson etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are
signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. The Move, The Shadows
etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of various 12 inch LP records incl. Bing Crosby, Fats Domino, Louis
Armstrong etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Status Quo, Dionne
Warwick etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Sonny & Cher, Cat
Stevens etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Johnny Cash, Kenny
Rogers etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. John Denver, Glen
Campbell etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Frank Sinatra, Nancy
Sinatra, The Zombies etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are
signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Hermans Hermits, Joan
Baez etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Pink Floyd, Roy Orbison
etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - box is included & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
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NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - box is included & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - box is included & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - box is included & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - box is included & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - box is included & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - box is included & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - box is included & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 200 various 7 inch singles - crate not incl. & viewing
recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Buddy Holly, Phil
Spector etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Led Zeppelin,
Fleetwood Mac etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are
signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Cannon & Ball,
Brenda Lee etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are
signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. The Goons, Marvin
Gaye etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Anita Harris, Benny
Goodman etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Marianne Faithful,
Ken Dodd etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Fats Domino, The
Doors etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 150 various 12 inch LP records incl. Cream, Nat King
Cole etc - crate not incl. & viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a qty of various items incl. film posters, event posters, books etc viewing recommended as some are signed
NV: a large qty of various LP records, other records & books (none are
signed) incl. Elvis, Michael Jackson etc. Can be viewed under end table
NV: a qty of various items incl. Marvel comics, vintage 8mm films, postcards
etc. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a large qty of various stamps incl. first day covers, 1977 Silver Jubilee
stamps, a Royal Wedding album etc. Contents of 4 shelves
NV: a qty of various Beatles items incl. Beatles magazines from the 1980s,
books, calendars, 2 CDs etc. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a very large qty of various Star Trek items incl. 29 DVD box sets (Deep
Space Nine, Voyager, Next Generation, Original Series etc), fact files,
books, annuals etc. Contents of 5 shelves
NV: a qty of various items incl. sheet music, Now Dig This magazines, a Bee
Gees mirror, event flyers / programmes incl. one signed by Val Doonican.
Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a large qty of various music CDs. Contents of 1 bay / 7 shelves. Please
note the crates are not included
NV: a qty of various Star Wars items incl. Episode 1 carded figures, fact files,
books etc. Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a qty of various items incl. trading cards, books, magazines etc mainly
relating to The X-Files & James Bond. Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a qty of various cigarette card sets in albums incl. Tropical Birds, Dogs,
Dinosaurs, history etc. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various items incl. 78rpm records, old games, reproduction
posters etc. Contents of 1 shelf
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NV: a large qty of various signatures incl. Charlton Heston, Patricia Neal, Adam
Faith, Howard Keel, Patrick Macnee, Ken Dodd, Mike Berry etc, various
envelopes & photographs. Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a qty of various scale model trains by Atlas Editions. Contents of 4 shelves
NV: 31 various vintage annuals comprising of Valiant, Tiger, Hotspur & Lion.
Contents of 2 shelves
NV: 27 various vintage annuals comprising of Rupert, Dandy & The Eagle.
Contents of 2 shelves
NV: 30 various vintage annuals incl. Victor, Dr Who, Z Cars, the Beano (1960)
etc. Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a qty of various vintage annuals mainly related to film / Hollywood. Contents
of 2 shelves
NV: 29 various vintage annuals comprising of Blue Peter & Roy of the Rovers.
Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 32 various vintage annuals relating to 1950s / 60s / 70s cowboys incl.
Maverick, Roy Rogers, Rawhide, Champion the Wonder Horse etc. Contents of
1 shelf
NV: a qty of various vintage annuals incl. pop related, WCW wrestling, Tarzan
etc. Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a qty of scale model guitars by Atlas Editions
NV: a qty of replica pocket watches by Atlas Editions
NV: a qty of various vintage annuals incl. 1980s TV related, The Man from
UNCLE etc. Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a qty of approx 110 various ELVIS LP records. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of approx 40 various BEATLES & Beatles related LP records (Apple,
George Martin etc). Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of approx 50 various American Artists LP records of the Rock 'N' Roll
genre (VINCENT/ DOMINO/ COCHRAN/ HOLLY/ EVERLYS) some are signed
NV: a qty of approx 30 BEACH BOYS LP records. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 7 x various BILLY FURY LP records
NV: 9 x various TOMMY STEELE LP records (some signed)
NV: 28 x various LP records by BOBBY VEE, THE VENTURES, SPOTNICKS etc
NV: 10 x various LULU LP records mainly signed by Lulu
NV: 25 x various CONNIE FRANCIS LP records
NV: a qty of approx 60 various CLIFF RICHARD /THE SHADOWS LP records,
some of which have signatures by some of the Shadows
NV: 25 x various American Popular Artists LP records to include MAMAS &
PAPAS, LOVIN' SPOONFUL, BYRDS etc
NV: 55 x various Folk / Singer Songwriters LP records to include JULIE FELIX,
DONOVAN, PETER SARSTEDT, BOB DYLAN, SIMON & GARFUNKEL etc
NV: 2 x JETHRO TULL later pressing LP records both signed by Ian Anderson
NV: 13 x various LP records by WALKER BROTHERS, SCOTT WALKER &
JOHN WALKER
NV: 14 X various British Pop Group LP records, to include GERRY &
PACEMAKERS, HOWIE CASEY, MARMALADE etc (some Signed by the
Artist)
NV: 24 x various PETULA CLARK LP records
NV: 9 x JIMI HENDRIX LP records (incl. several with THE WHO)
NV: 6 x various LP records & 4 x 7 inch singles by CHRIS FARLOWE some are
Signed by him
NV: 20 x various ROLLING STONES LP records
NV: 11 x various GEORGIE FAME LP records & 13 x Singles, with most being
signed by him
NV: 14 x THE SEARCHERS LP records & 12 x 7 inch Singles some have
signatures
NV: 6 x DAVE DEE, DOZY, BEAKY, MICK & TICH LPs records & 7 x Singles 7
inch singles, to include many signatures by the group members
NV: 65 x various TAMLA MOTOWN / Related Artistes LP records
NV: 50 x various Soul Music LPs, to include OTIS REDDING, LEE DORSEY,
NINA SIMONE, MILLIE, WILSON PICKETT etc
NV: 34 x various JAMES LAST LP records to include some signed on the front
cover by him in 2001
NV: 14 x various KINKS LP records to include some signed by Ray Davies
NV: 16 x British Rock / Pop Artistes LP records to include JULIE DRISCOLL,
ERIC BURDEN With THE ANIMALS etc
NV: a qty of approx 60 various Soul, Reggae & Motown related 7 inch singles
NV: 4 x TROGGS LP records & 12 x 7 inch Singles with most signed by Reg
Presley and Chris Britton
NV: 10 x MANFRED MANN LP record to include some signatures
NV: 30 x various British Pop Artistes LP records to include AMEN CORNER,
SMALL FACES, DAVE CLARK FIVE, ANIMALS, JOHN LEYTON, IVY
LEAGUE etc
NV: 9 x THE MONKEES LP records with most Signed by Davy Jones
NV: 19 x various MARTY WILDE 7 inch singles with all being signed by him on
the covers
NV: 3 x various WAYNE FONTANA & THE MINDBENDERS LP records & 13 x 7
inch singles mainly with signatures
NV: 7 x various HERMAN'S HERMITS LP records, 8 x various THE
TREMELOES LP records & 11 x various 7 inch Singles to include signatures to
many
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NV: 14 x various HOLLIES LP records to include some Signatures
NV: 4 x SPENCER DAVIS GROUP LP records, & 9 x Singles with most
signed by Spencer Davis
NV: 18 x various Singles and EPs, to include THE PRETTY THINGS, THE
TWO OF EACH, WILD ONES 'Bowie Man', SWINGING BLUE JEANS,
NASHVILLE TEENS etc
NV: 11 x various LP records incl. JOHN MAYALL, THE YARDBIRDS & JEFF
BECK
NV: 12 x various BOBBY VEE (d. 2016) singles each Signed on the plain
sleeve
NV: 5 x JET HARRIS singles & 5 x ANITA HARRIS singles each are signed
on the sleeve
NV: 6 x SHANE FENTON Singles of which 4 are signed
NV: a qty of various CDs most of which are signed. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various DVDs most of which are signed. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a large qty of various books. Contents of 1 bay / 8 shelves
NV: a qty of various ELVIS memorabilia incl. posters, books, DVDs etc & a
qty of various music tapes. Contents of 1 bay / 5 shelves
NV: a qty of various law books. Contents of 3 shelves
NV: a qty of various UK and World stamps mainly all relating to the 1981
Lady Diana / Prince Charles Royal wedding. Contents of 1 shelf
Blank
End of sale for this rostrum

ROSTRUM 2 DAY 1 Tuesday 6th December
Commencing at 10.30 (left hand side of Hangar 1)

Office furniture etc……….
1001 nv - 1 wood effect 5 shelf paper/card storage cabinet
1002 nv - 2 wood effect corner desks & 1 under worktop pedestal
1003 nv - 1 wood effect corner workstation, 2 rectangular tables & 2 pedestals
1004 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1005 nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1006 nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1007 nv - 1 wood effect/silver shutter front storage cabinet
1008 nv - 1 wood effect/silver shutter front storage cabinet
1009 1 wood effect twin pedestal desk & 6 various wood effect chairs
1010 A qty of various card type display carousels etc
1011 1 pin board in metal frame
1012 A qty of various furniture from a Tourist Information Centre inc cupboards
with display shelves over, slat wall etc
1013 1 metal cabinet with 4 tip forward drawer fronts
1014 nv - 1 grey metal shutter front cabinet, 1 black metal low 2 door cabinet & 1
metal concertina type stand
1015 nv - 2 unusual shaped tables
1016 nv - 2 dry wipe/flip chart easels, 1 office screen & 1 hat/coat stand
1017 nv - 7 orange stacking chairs
1018 6 trapezium shaped grey tipping-top mobile office tables & 2 matching
rectangular tables. Will arrange in a variety of different shapes
1019 nv - 1 wood effect semi circular end shelf unit
1020 nv - 1 wood/glass display cabinet with lift up top
1021 1 dry wipe board in mobile frame by Nobo & 2 other dry wipe boards
1022 nv - 1 charcoal upholstered stool
1023 1 cup recycling bin & 1 brown office swivel chair
1024 1 pallet containing a qty of office screens/partitions by Abstracta
1025 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1026 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1027 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1028 1 light wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1029 nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1030 nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1031 nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1032 nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1033 nv - 1 small computer desk & 1 double sided display rack
1034 1 pallet containing a qty of approx 200 blue fleck carpet tiles
1035 1 pallet containing a qty of approx 200 blue fleck carpet tiles
1036 1 pallet containing a qty of approx 200 blue fleck carpet tiles
1037 1 pallet containing a qty of approx 400 blue fleck carpet tiles
1038 1 pallet containing a qty of approx 400 blue fleck carpet tiles
1039 nv - 1 sectional 10 drawer grey metal plan press
1040 1 pallet containing approx 400 brown fleck carpet tiles
1041 1 pallet containing approx 400 brown fleck carpet tiles
1042 A qty of small dry wipe boards & flip chart easels
1043 a qty of blue upholstered office swivel chairs
1044 2 wood effect rectangular office tables with grey metal frames
1045 2 wood effect rectangular office tables with grey metal frames
1046 2 wood effect rectangular office tables with grey metal frames
1047 2 wood effect rectangular office tables with grey metal frames
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2 wood effect rectangular office tables with grey metal frames
3 wood effect pedestals
2 aluminium light weight folding tables by Go Pack
2 aluminium light weight folding tables by Go Pack
6 metal framed cantilever chairs by Vitra
6 metal framed cantilever chairs by Vitra
6 metal framed cantilever chairs by Vitra
4 metal framed cantilever chairs by Vitra
4 metal framed cantilever chairs by Vitra
nv - 2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
nv - 2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
nv - 2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
nv - 3 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
A qty of various plastic bins
nv - 1 office table with electronically adjustable height (trade)
nv - 1 wood effect rectangular office table
5 various wood effect office tables
1 wood effect rectangular office table with flip up centre section to take a
computer
nv - 1 wood effect table, 1 under worktop pedestal & 1 blue office swivel chair
5 various grey office tables
A qty of various items including a Varidesk, 7 various chairs & a small circular
table
1 fire resisting 4 drawer filing cabinet by Chubb - key in auction office
nv - 1 safe by Chubb - key in auction office
5 blue upholstered stacking chairs
nv - 3 various office swivel chairs & 1 other chair with no wheels
3 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
3 green striped upholstered office swivel chairs
1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1 light blue upholstered office swivel chair
A qty of various dry wipe boards & flip chart easels
1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect top
1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect top
1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect top
1 metal 2 door storage cabinet with sloping wood effect top
2 metal 2 door storage cabinets with sloping wood effect tops
2 metal 2 door storage cabinets with sloping wood effect tops
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Bisley
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Bisley
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Bisley
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Bisley
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Bisley
1 grey metal 4 drawer filing cabinet by Bisley
3 various metal 4 drawer filing cabinets
3 grey metal 3-person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
3 grey metal 3-person personnel lockers supplied with all keys
2 grey metal 6-person personnel lockers by Probe with all keys and please not
œ1 release type key
2 grey metal 6-person personnel lockers by Probe with all keys and please not
œ1 release type key
2 grey metal 6-person personnel lockers by Probe with all keys and please not
œ1 release type key
2 grey metal 6-person personnel lockers by Probe with all keys and please not
œ1 release type key
2 grey metal 6-person personnel lockers by Probe with all keys and please not
œ1 release type key
nv - 1 grey metal 3 drawer filing cabinet
1 metal 4 drawer filing cabinet
1 metal 5 drawer filing cabinet
1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet
2 grey metal shutter front storage cabinets
2 grey metal shutter front storage cabinets
1 wood effect/grey shutter front storage cabinet by Kinnarps
1 wood effect/grey shutter front storage cabinet by Kinnarps
2 wood effect/grey shutter front storage cabinets by Kinnarps
1 grey shutter front cabinet - wide
2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets by Bisley
2 metal 4 drawer filing cabinets by Bisley
Nv - A qty of wall mounted glass fronted display boards - with locks but no keys
4 adjustable height stools
4 adjustable height stools
4 adjustable height stools
A qty of adjustable height stools
1 low wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 low wood effect 2 door cabinet
1 low wood effect shutter front cabinet by Kinnarps
1 deep wood effect shutter front storage cabinet by Kinnarps
1 metal 10 drawer index type cabinet by Microstor
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2 metal 5 drawer index type cabinets by Micrstor
2 metal 5 drawer index type cabinets by Micrstor
3 various wood effect/grey shutter front storage cabinets
NV: 2 x mobile kick stools/step ups
1 grey metal horizontal shutter front storage cabinet
1 grey metal vertical shutter front storage cabinet
A wide purple metal 8 drawer storage cabinet
A wide purple metal 8 drawer storage cabinet
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6' x 3'
1 grey metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6' x 3'
1 blue metal 8-person personnel locker with all keys & please note keys are
œ1 coin release type
nv - 1 grey metal lateral 3 drawer filing cabinet
2 grey metal personnel lockers
2 blue/grey metal personnel lockers
nv - 1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
nv - 4 dry wipe/flip chart easels
1 metal shutter front storage cabinet by Metrix
1 metal shutter front storage cabinet by Metrix
1 wood effect 2 door storage cabinet
2 wood effect shutter front storage cabinets by Kinnarps
1 wood effect shutter front storage cabinet by Kinnarps
1 wood effect shutter front storage cabinet by Kinnarps
1 wood effect shutter front storage cabinet by Kinnarps
1 lower wood effect/grey shutter front storage cabinet by Kinnarps
1 wood effect shutter front storage cabinet by Kinnarps
1 wood effect shutter front storage cabinet by Kinnarps
A double height wood effect 2 shutter cabinet by Kinnarps
1 wood effect cabinet by Kinnarps with 2 glass doors above & 2 drawers
beneath
1 wood effect shutter front cabinet by Kinnarps
1 wood effect shutter front cabinet by Kinnarps
1 wood effect 3 drawer lateral filing cabinet by Kinnarps
1 wood effect 3 drawer lateral filing cabinet by Kinnarps
1 wood effect 3 drawer lateral filing cabinet by Kinnarps
1 metal lateral 2 drawer filing cabinet & 1 low shutter front cabinet
blank
1 dark grey metal 2 door office storage cabinet approx 6' x 3'
1 light grey metal 2 door office storage cabinet by Triumph approx 6' x 3'
1 light grey metal 2 door office storage cabinet by Triumph approx 6' x 3'
1 light grey metal 2 door office storage cabinet by Triumph approx 6' x 3'
1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
1 grey metal shutter front storage cabinet by Bisley
2 grey metal shutter front storage cabinets by Bisley
A qty of modern style cantilever chairs by Senator
1 tall wood effect shelf unit
A grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Triumph
A grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Triumph
A grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Triumph
A grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Triumph
1 dark grey metal 10 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1 dark grey metal 10 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1 light grey metal 10 drawer index type cabinet by Triumph
1 light grey metal 10 drawer index type cabinet by Nice Day
1 dark grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1 grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Myers Kingsbury
1 light grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Triumph
1 metal 12 drawer index type cabinet
1 light grey metal 24 drawer index type cabinet by Bisley
1 metal 7 drawer index type cabinet
1 metal 8 drawer index type cabinet
1 light grey metal 15 drawer index type cabinet by Triumph
1 metal 15 drawer index type cabinet
1 light grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Bisley approx 6' x 3'
1 dark grey metal 2 door storage cabinet by Vickers approx 6' x 3'
1 metal 2 door storage cabinet approx 6' x 3'
nv - 2 charcoal upholstered stacking chairs
nv - 1 wood effect reception type desk with shelf over & pedestal under
together with 1 office swivel chair
1 matt black upholstered tub chair
nv - 1 light wood effect twin pedestal desk & 1 office swivel chair
nv - 1 wood effect pedestal
nv - 1 wood effect corner work station - no pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with 1 under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with 1 under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with 1 under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect piano front office table with 1 under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with non matching under worktop pedestal
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1 wood effect corner workstation with non matching under worktop pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with non matching under worktop pedestal
2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs by RS Soho
2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 office swivel chair with mesh back panel & grey seat pad
1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by RS Soho
1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by RS Soho
1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by RS Soho
4 wood framed chairs by Verco
4 wood framed chairs by Verco
1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by RS Soho
1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by RS Soho
1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair by RS Soho
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
nv - 1 boxed dry wipe/flip chart easel
blank
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
1 office swivel chair by Steelcase
1 office swivel chair by Steelcase
1 office swivel chair by Steelcase
1 office swivel chair by Steelcase
1 office swivel chair by Steelcase
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
1 wood effect corner workstation with full height end pedestal
blank
nv - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 charcoal fabric upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 blue upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
nv - 1 charcoal upholstered office swivel chair
9 various charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
1 rectangular wood effect meeting room table with glass cover, size approx
2.4m x 1.2m & 1 matching two door cabinet also with glass cover
A set of 8 wood framed upholstered meeting room type chairs
1 modern style unusual shaped office desk with single fixed pedestal & 1
matching cupboard
2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs
2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs & 1 cantilever chair
2 charcoal upholstered office swivel chairs & 1 similar stool
1 modern style dining table with rectangular wooden top & grey metal splayed
legs - approx 1.9m x 90cm
1 modern style dining table with rectangular wooden top & charcoal metal
splayed legs - approx 1.9m x 90cm
1 modern style dining table with rectangular wooden top & grey metal splayed
legs - approx 1.9m x 90cm
1 modern style dining table with rectangular wooden top & charcoal metal
splayed legs - approx 1.9m x 90cm
A set of 6 modern style wood/grey metal dining chairs - will suit either lot 1261
or 1263
A set of 6 modern style wood/charcoal metal dining chairs - will suit either lot
1262 or 1264
1 Noguchi style Cyclone circular table
4 Charles Eames style wire dining chairs with red seat pads and back pads
1 Eero Saarinen style Tulip table
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4 Charles Eames style DSW charcoal moulded Eiffel chairs
1 circular table with Tulip style base and polished stone top NB: small chip
on edge
5 Charles Eames style DSR green plastic moulded Eiffel chairs
1 Le Corbusier style 3 seat Petite sofa - brown leather upholstered
1 grey upholstered sofa with fixed arm on one end and open on other end
1 beige fabric upholstered button back armchair
1 dark grey upholstered armchair with multi-coloured buttons (Poet style?)
A dark burgundy upholstered wide 2 section sofa with chrome metal legs
A green upholstered sofa with a matching armchair
1 modern style metal rail bench
1 modern style metal rail bench
1 modern style metal rail bench
4 various metal low wind-up stools
2 metal wind-up stools
6 black metal wind-up stools
4 low black metal wind-up stools
2 blue metal stacking chairs
3 yellow metal low stacking stools
2 orange metal low stacking stools
2 tall metal stacking stools
2 low metal stacking stools
2 tall metal stacking stools
1 small orange upholstered sofa
1 Borge Mogensen style 3 seat sofa upholstered in Italian Aniline leather
1 Borge Mogensen style armchair upholstered in brown leather
1 small green fabric upholstered sofa
1 Florence Knoll style 3 seat sofa upholstered in black leather
1 light fabric upholstered designer sofa with button back and wooden legs
1 modern style light fabric upholstered wooden frame 3 seat sofa with blue
button back & matching cushion piping
1 modern style grey fabric upholstered 2 person sofa with metal legs
1 modern style brown leather upholstered wide sofa with chrome metal
frame
1 wide red fabric upholstered armchair & a red fabric upholstered foot stool
1 Florence Knoll style armchair upholstered in dark grey wool
1 Florence Knoll style 3 seat sofa upholstered in red leather
A child's size black fabric upholstered 3 piece suite in the style of Le
Corbusier comprising of a 3 seat sofa, a 2 seat sofa and 1 armchair
2 Eero Saarinen executive chairs upholstered in black leather
1 dark green fabric 3 seat sofa with sloping arms & wooden feet
2 Ottoman cubes upholstered in black fabric with multi-coloured buttons
1 Ottoman cube upholstered in black leather
2 Ottoman cubes upholstered in black leather
2 Ottoman cubes upholstered in brown leather
2 Ottoman cubes upholstered in red fabric
2 Ottoman cubes upholstered in dark brown leather
2 Ottoman cubes upholstered in grey fabric with multi-coloured button (Poet
style?)
2 Ottoman cubes upholstered in tan brown leather
2 Ottoman cubes upholstered in lime green leather
1 Ottoman cube upholstered in terracotta leather
1 red fabric upholstered designer chair with metal base
1 Poul Kjaerholm PK22 style relax chair upholstered in black leather
1 Charles Eames style lounge chair Ottoman foot stool upholstered in black
leather with ash black wood trim
1 Charles Eames style lounge chair Ottoman foot stool upholstered in black
leather with wood trim
1 Charles Eames style lounge chair Ottoman foot stool upholstered in black
leather with wood trim
1 Charles Eames style lounge chair Ottoman foot stool upholstered in white
leather with wood trim
1 Charles Eames style lounge chair Ottoman foot stool upholstered in white
leather with wood trim
1 oval grey leather upholstered foot stool/seat with wooden legs
2 fabric upholstered foot stools/seats with wooden legs - 1 rectangular & 1
square
1 black painted wooden designer slat top bench
1 Florence Knoll style 3 seat bench upholstered in dark wool
2 designer wooden framed curved back armchairs
2 designer wood framed chairs
2 Hans J Wegner style CH24 wishbone chairs
2 designer wood framed chairs with brown upholstered seat pads
2 designer wood framed armchairs with non matching colour seat pads
2 non matching dark wood designer chairs
6 Hans J Wegner cow horn style chairs NB: 4 have brown seat pads & 2
have black seat pads, and there are 2 different styles of back within this
lot - please view carefully
2 dark wood framed designer chairs with white leather upholstered seat and
arm pads
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2 Charles Eames style wire dining chairs with brown leather seat/back pads
2 Charles Eames style DSW black plastic moulded Eiffel chairs
2 similar (but not quite matching) designer chairs with white leather upholstery
and metal legs
4 Verner Panton style side chairs - white
4 Verner Panton style side chairs - white
6 Verner Panton style side chairs - black
2 Verner Panton style side chairs - orange
4 Verner Panton style side chairs - red
4 various colour Verner Panton style side chairs - 2 white, 1 blue, 1 green
1 Charles Eames style DAW dining chair - light blue
1 Charles Eames style DAW dining chair - white
2 Charles Eames style DAW dining chairs - white
2 Charles Eames style DAR dining chairs - white
2 Charles Eames style DAR dining chairs - white
2 Charles Eames style dining chairs - 1 x DAR & 1 x DAW, 1 in matt black & 1
in shiny black
1 Charles Eames style RAR rocking chair - white
1 Charles Eames style RAR rocking chair - white
1 Charles Eames style RAR rocking chair - matt black
1 Charles Eames style RAR rocking chair - light blue
1 large foot stool/seat - light green fabric upholstery
1 large foot stool/seat - red fabric upholstery
2 Hang-it-All wall hooks in the style of Eames
1 dark wood square coffee table/storage cabinet
1 modern style wood framed table with glass top
2 metal framed stools with red upholstered seat pads
4 metal framed stools - 3 upholstered with black seat pads & 1 with brown seat
pad
3 metal framed stools - wooden seat pads
2 tall metal framed stools with 2-part bent wood seats & back pads
3 metal framed stools with 1 piece bent wood seat/back rests
1 dark wood framed stool with white leather seat pad
2 wood framed stools with grey fabric seat pads
3 dark wood stools with dark grey fabric seat pads
4 black metal framed dining type chairs with bent wood seat/back rests
2 dark wood framed dining type chairs
8 designer plastic stacking chairs - black
8 designer plastic stacking chairs - black
4 designer plastic stacking chairs - green
4 various metal designer chairs
3 various metal designer chairs
4 white metal stacking stools
4 white metal stacking stools
4 white metal stacking stools
6 plastic stacking Ghost type chairs in the style of Philippe Starck, 5 with no
arms & 1 with arms - white
4 child size Verner Panton style side chairs - red
4 child size Verner Panton style side chairs - yellow
4 child size Verner Panton style side chairs - pink
2 child size Verner Panton style side chairs - black
4 child size Verner Panton style side chairs - orange
10 plastic stacking Ghost type chairs in the style of Philippe Starck, all have no
arms - white
10 plastic stacking Ghost type chairs in the style of Philippe Starck, all have no
arms - white
10 plastic stacking Ghost type chairs in the style of Philippe Starck, all have no
arms - white
10 plastic stacking Ghost type chairs in the style of Philippe Starck, all have no
arms - white
10 plastic stacking Ghost type chairs in the style of Philippe Starck, all have no
arms - white
10 plastic stacking Ghost type chairs in the style of Philippe Starck, all have no
arms - white
10 plastic stacking Ghost type chairs in the style of Philippe Starck, all have no
arms - white
9 plastic stacking Ghost type chairs in the style of Philippe Starck, 8 have no
arms & 1 has arms - black
4 designer white stacking chairs - squared back
4 designer white stacking chairs - rounded back
4 plastic stacking Ghost type chairs in the style of Philippe Starck, all with arms
- translucent
6 designer wooden dining chairs
5 designer wooden dining chairs
6 black metal framed dining chairs with bent wood seats and back rests
4 Charles Eames style DSR plastic moulded Eiffel chairs - black
4 Charles Eames style DSR plastic moulded Eiffel chairs - green
6 Charles Eames style DSR plastic moulded Eiffel chairs - blue
2 Charles Eames style DSW plastic moulded Eiffel chairs - light green
2 Charles Eames style DSW plastic moulded Eiffel chairs - dark green
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2 Charles Eames style DSW plastic moulded Eiffel chairs - red
2 Charles Eames style DSW plastic moulded Eiffel chairs - yellow
2 Charles Eames style DSW plastic moulded Eiffel chairs - orange
1 black fabric upholstered arechair with metal legs and 1 similar foot stool
with wooden legs
1 light wood rectangular designer coffee table with shelf under
1 dark wood rectangular designer coffee table with shelf under
1 box containing a qty of various style designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of various style designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 box containing a qty of matching designer cushions
1 designer bent wood chair with metal legs
5 grey fabric upholstered designer chairs NB: 4 have dark wood legs & 1
has light wood legs
6 fabric upholstered designer chairs with metal legs
10 light green upholstered stacking chairs by Kinnarps
1 tub type chair - blue upholstered
1 tub type chair - dark/light fleck upholstered
1 tub type chair - red upholstered
1 dark grey fabric armchair with multi-coloured buttons & a matching foot
stool (Poet style)
1 dark grey fabric armchair with multi-coloured buttons & a matching foot
stool (Poet style)
1 dark grey fabric armchair with multi-coloured buttons but no foot stool
(Poet style)
1 fabric upholstered button back armchair with matching foot stool
1 blue fabric upholstered button back armchair - no foot stool
1 brown upholstered designer chair with dark wood frame
1 deep burgundy upholstered designer chair with wood frame
1 Le Corbusier style LC1 hide Basculant sling chair
1 wooden framed chair with 2 orange upholstered cushions
1 Arne Jacobsen style Swan chair with matching foot stool - both in dark
grey fabric
1 Arne Jacobsen style Swan chair in black fabric - no foot stool
1 Arne Jacobsen style Swan chair with matching foot stool - both in light
green fabric
1 Arne Jacobsen style Swan chair with matching foot stool - both in cream
leather
1 Poul Volther style Corona chair with matching foot stool - upholstered in
light coloured fabric
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair upholstered in black fabric - no foot stool
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair with matching foot stool - both upholstered
in red leather
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair with matching foot stool - both upholstered
in dark brown leather
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair with matching foot stool - both upholstered
in black leather
1 Eero Aarnio style Ball chair with white gel coated fibreglass shell and red
upholstery
5 various colour Charles Eames style plastic moulded Eiffel chairs,
comprising 4 x DSW & 1 x DSR
1 oval table with Tulip style base
2 tall metal stools - yellow
2 tall metal stools - yellow
2 tall metal stools - yellow
2 tall metal stools - yellow
1 Poul Kjaerholm style PK91 stool
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair stool/foot rest - dark grey fabric
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair stool/foot rest - orange fabric
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair stool/foot rest - bright red fabric
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair stool/foot rest - dark red fabric
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair stool/foot rest - light green fabric
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair stool/foot rest - white fabric
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair stool/foot rest - green leather
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair stool/foot rest - white leather
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair stool/foot rest - red leather
1 Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair stool/foot rest - dark brown leather
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1 Arne Jacobsen style Special Edition Egg chair stool/foot rest - light tan leather
1 green fabric upholstered foot stool with wooden legs
1 light grey fabric upholstered foot stool with wooden legs
1 light grey fabric upholstered foot stool with wooden legs
nv - 1 modern style glass topped coffee table with a green high gloss crouching
panther base
1 child's size Barcelona style chair upholstered in red leather
1 child's size Arne Jacobsen style Swan chair - purple
1 child's size Arne Jacobsen style Swan chair - light blue
1 child's size Arne Jacobsen style Swan chair - light blue
1 child's size Arne Jacobsen style Egg chair in light green upholstery
1 child's seat in the style of Eero Aarnio Giddy Up Pony - orange fabric
upholstered
1 child's seat in the style of Eero Aarnio Giddy Up Pony - light green fabric
upholstered
4 various wooden framed designer chairs
2 designer bedside cabinets
1 designer metal framed coffee table with lift-off top tray - black base
1 designer metal framed coffee table with lift-off top tray - white base
1 designer metal framed coffee table with lift-off top tray - chrome base
4 various small square designer storage cabinets
3 various small square designer cabinets & 1 shelf unit
1 dark wood designer cabinet with 2 drawers & 2 doors
2 small wooden button style tables
1 small wooden button style table
1 designer wooden cabinet with 3 drawers
1 light wood designer TV/DVD type cabinet
1 dark wood framed stool - black upholstered seat pad
1 dark wood framed stool - grey upholstered seat pad
1 dark wood framed stool - dark grey upholstered seat pad
1 dark wood framed stool - light coloured upholstered seat pad
1 dark wood designer TV/DVD cabinet
1 light wood designer cabinet with 3 drawers
1 dark wood designer home desk with matching chair
1 dark wood designer home desk with matching chair - blue fronts on drawers
1 Eero Aarnio style hanging Bubble chair with 2 cushions NB: currently no
hanging chain supplied
nv - 1 used single bed with a Moonraker Memphis mattress
nv - 1 used single bed with a Myers Blenheim mattress
nv - 1 black metal framed day type bed with single mattress & a trundle frame
beneath, also supplied with a small mattress
nv - 1 cream metal framed double bed with a Pocket 1000 Memory Foam
mattress - 4'6"
1 white metal framed bed with Flower decoration & a 4' mattress
1 white metal framed bed with Shell decoration & a 4' mattress
1 white metal framed bed with Acorn decoration & a 4' mattress
1 unused white metal framed bed & a Royal PDM tufted mattress 4ft 6 inch built
NV: 1 used white metal mid sleeper bed frame with no mattress
1 black metal framed double bed with a 4'6" mattress
NV: 1 used divan bed with mattress 4ft
1 unused black metal double bed with glass finials & a Royal PDM tufted
mattress 5ft - flat packed
A Milo dining set comprising of a wood effect / metal table & 4 chairs - flat
packed
A Milo dining set comprising of a wood effect / metal table & 4 chairs - flat
packed
A Milo dining set comprising of a wood effect / metal table & 4 chairs - flat
packed
A Turin dining set comprising of a wood effect / metal table & 4 chairs - flat
packed
2 Hang-it-All wall hooks in the style of Eames
Catalogue is now blank until lot 1600 and then starts with the Catering
section
NV: a chest freezer by Novum 240v (Trade)
NV: 12 stacking packing crates
NV: 15 stacking packing crates
A metal catering type rack with 4 shelves
NV: a small square table & an under counter fridge by Indesit 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial glass fronted serve over display fridge unit by Mafirol please
note this unit is missing the bottom grill 240v (Trade)
A large commercial chilled display unit, it features 2 opening glass panels on the
front for easy access, this unit has no make or model visible 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial turbo fan oven by Bakbar type: Turbofan-E32 comes with a
tray rack & small s-s open front catering type cabinet - unit is fitted with a blue
industrial 240v plug (Trade)
3 colour coded chef knives by Colsafe
A 9 piece Knife set in case by Fujiyama type: Samurai
A 9 piece Knife set in case by Fujiyama type: Samurai
A 9 piece Knife set in case by Fujiyama type: Samurai
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NV: an unused 6 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with
bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
NV: an unused 6 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with
bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
NV: an unused 6 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with
bonus ceramic peeler, boxed
NV: 2 unused 6 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with bonus
ceramic peeler, boxed
NV: 2 unused 6 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with bonus
ceramic peeler, boxed
NV: 2 unused 6 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with bonus
ceramic peeler, boxed
NV: 2 unused 6 piece Knife set by Royalty line type: RL-BLK6-N with bonus
ceramic peeler, boxed
A 24 inch s-s fish poacher set by Sunnex - boxed
A 24 inch s-s fish poacher set by Sunnex - boxed
A box containing 8 rectangular roasting dishes
A box containing 8 rectangular roasting dishes
A box containing 8 rectangular roasting dishes
A box containing 36 white eared dishes
20 x glass/tea towels by H-line - sealed
20 x glass/tea towels by H-line - sealed
2 packs of 3 chef aprons by H-line - sealed
A box of 36 wide rimmed side plates in white
A box containing 16 white square roasting dishes
A box containing 16 white square roasting dishes
A metal catering type rack with 4 shelves
4 s-s mixing bowls by sunnex
4 s-s mixing bowls by sunnex
4 s-s mixing bowls by sunnex
A wall mounted hand drying unit by Redring type: TD3 - Boxed
A wall mounted hand drying unit by Redring type: TD3 - Boxed
6 large s-s serving dishes
3 catering cheque grabbers type: 24 inch - PA12201
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: patterned crockery by
Coopers wood, glasses, plastic food trays, jugs & a s-s rise & fall electric
Salamander grill by Burco type: 444448737 may require new element
Contents of 2 shelves 240v (Trade)
A large metal catering type rack with 4 shelves
An unused commercial electric insect control unit by Plus-Zap type: Insecto-cutor 240v
3 unused Coca Cola branded chalk boards
A box containing 10 Bistro aprons
A quantity of catering related items including: a contact grill, 4 slice toaster,
coffee percolator kettle etc contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
4 unused aluminium pots & 4 lids
4 unused aluminium pots & 4 lids
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: a food processor, toaster,
various colour plates etc contents of 1 shelf 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: an unused cooker
hood/extractor fan/filter, a s-s shelf, condiments etc contents of 1 shelf
240v (Trade)
Blank
NV: 2 brass/ceramic bar pump heads (incomplete)
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: disposable cups, kitchen
utensils, a set of digital scales etc contents of 1 shelf
NV: a quantity of disposable cups, lids bowls etc contents of 2 shelves
Blank
NV: a quantity of soft drinks including: Diet coke, tango, 7UP contents of half
a shelf
NV: a quantity of soft drinks including: Diet coke, tango, 7UP contents of half
a shelf
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: a microwave oven, kettle,
toaster, a coopers halogen cooker etc contents of 1 shelf - 240v (Trade)
Blank
A quantity of various sized disposable gloves Contents of 2 shelves
A quantity of various sized disposable gloves Contents of 2 shelves
A quantity of cleaning/toilet related items including: brass polish, cisterns,
toilet roll dispensers etc Contents of 2 shelves
A quantity of catering related items including: s-s teapots, milk jugs glasses
etc contents of 1 shelf
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
A quantity of cleaning liquids including: handsan, E-phos, Multi pro etc
contents of 1 shelf
Blank to 1675

1676

A quantity of round wooden pub type tables please note not all have bases
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Blank
Blank
Blank
NV: a tall floor standing/table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: 3 floor standing/table top decorative candelabra with 3 mirror base plates
NV: 3 floor standing/table top decorative candelabra with 3 mirror base plates
NV: 3 floor standing/table top decorative candelabra with 3 mirror base plates
NV: 1 large table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: 1 large table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: 1 large table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: 1 large table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: 4 large table top decorative candelabras with 4 mirror base plates
NV: 4 large table top decorative candelabras with 4 mirror base plates
NV: a medium table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: a medium table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: a medium table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: 3 medium table top decorative candelabras with 3 mirror base plates
NV: a small table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: a small table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: a small table top decorative candelabra with a mirror base plate
NV: 4 small table top decorative candelabras
NV: 4 small table top decorative candelabras
NV: 4 small table top decorative candelabras
NV: 4 small table top decorative candelabras
NV: 3 small table top decorative candelabras & one medium candelabra in need
of repair
Blank
Blank
An unused s-s 30 litre electric water boiler type: SS-WATER-8LT-30L
A quantity of cake decorating items including bows, figures, cars, bikes etc
contents of 1 box
An unused s-s wall shelf with brackets by Vergo size: 300mm x 900mm boxed
An unused s-s wall shelf with brackets by Vergo size: 300mm x 900mm boxed
An unused s-s wall shelf with brackets by Vergo size: 300mm x 900mm boxed
An unused s-s wall shelf with brackets by Vergo size: 300mm x 900mm boxed
An unused boxed 8 piece knife set by Royalty-line - black
An unused boxed 8 piece knife set by Royalty-line - black
An unused boxed s-s large commercial griddle model: XH-820
An unused boxed s-s commercial griddle model: XH-818
An unused, boxed 16 piece cookware set by Royalty-line
An unused, boxed 16 piece cookware set by Royalty-line
A single electric hob unit by RS type: GH9602 boxed 240v (Trade)
A single electric hob unit by RS type: GH9602 boxed 240v (Trade)
A single electric hob unit by RS type: GH9602 boxed 240v (Trade)
An unused s-s 3 tier catering type trolley by Sunnex - boxed
Blank
A deep triple s-s sink unit by Vogue type: GE109 with draining board at either
end
NV: a large upright domestic fridge by Hotpoint type: RLS80 240v (Trade)
NV: a collection of used s-s chef knives in a wrap around case
An unused 8 piece multi coloured Knife set by Koch-line boxed
An unused 8 piece Knife set in black by Koch-line boxed
An unused 8 piece Knife set in black by Koch-line boxed
2 unused large aluminium baking trays by Sunnex
2 unused large aluminium baking trays by Sunnex
NV: an American style fridge freezer by Whirlpool type: 6th sense 240v (Trade)
An unused deep triple s-s sink unit by Vogue type: GE-108
2 mobile plastic flour bins with s-s lids
A tall s-s combination oven by Hobart type: CPLUS-201G-LA-KK - 20 grid - 3phase (Trade)
NV: a top loading washing machine by Hotpoint type: WTL-500 240v (Trade)
NV: an upright freezer by LEC & a microwave by Sharp 240v (Trade)
NV: a s-s catering type table made to fit an external corner
Blank
A tall upright fridge by Beko 240v (Trade)
NV: a small chest freezer by Norfrost 240v (Trade)
A s-s 10 grid combi oven by Hobart, no model visible, comes on a stand which
incorporates a trays rack & cupboard storage beneath 3ph (Trade)
NV: 2 various sized crisp packet display stands & 2 shelves
A deep triple s-s sink unit by Vogue type: GE108
NV: an under counter washing machine by Hotpoint type: Aquarius WF-541 240v (Trade)
NV: a kitchen bin & a coffee percolator by Krups 240v (Trade)
A mobile catering type trolley with 4 removable trays
NV: an electric s-s effect patio heater by Firefly type: OL2154 (please note this
unit will require a new tube) 240v (Trade)
NV: an integrated oven by Cata type: EOSV2 240v (Trade)
Blank
Blank
NV: an under counter tumble dryer by Zanussi type: TCE-7127-W 240v (Trade)
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NV: an upright fridge freezer by Beko 240v (Trade)
NV: an integrated dishwasher by AEG type: Favorit 240v (Trade)
An under counter washing machine by Beko model WMB91242LC 240v
(Trade)
An under counter tumble dryer by Zanussi type: ZDE26100W 240v (Trade)
NV: an under counter dishwasher by Zanussi type: DW-905 240v (Trade)
4 square & 2 round wood effect decorative metal based tables &12 wood
effect green upholstered chairs
13 stacking green upholstered banqueting chairs
NV: 16 purple upholstered wooden cane effect chairs
NV: a quantity of metal kitchen cupboard handles
NV: a quantity of glasses & white crockery including plates, teapots etc
contents of 1 shelf
Blank
A commercial bakers French stick moulding machine by Mono type:
HG/42114, cost œ2500 2 years ago - 3ph (Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s waste disposal unit model Wascon-D.A.P.8 - 3-phase
(Trade)
A table/counter top s-s combi oven by Regethermic type: Turbo-15-x 3ph
(Trade)
NV: an unused electric s-s commercial single basket deep fat fryer by Parry
type: PSF9 240v/415v (Trade)
NV: 2 x s-s commercial microwave ovens by Merrychef type: Mealstream
CD & RD501 - blue industrial 240v plugs attached (Trade)
A s-s single sink unit by Vogue type: GE-103 this unit has a draining board
on both ends
A shop display chest freezer by Vestfrost, a metal tray rack, a commercial ss hot food display cabinet by Parry type: AS-3000 which requires attention
& a hot water still, please note the water boiler has a broken tap therefore
also requires attention 24
NV: a gas fired 5 burner range by Baumatic, with oven beneath, including a
s-s extractor hood (Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s pass through dishwasher by Hobart, comes with
sink/draining unit & spray tap 3ph (Trade)
A tall commercial freezer by King type: WF600 240v (Trade)
A tall commercial freezer by King type: WF600 240v (Trade)
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: kettles & a tray 240v
(Trade)
Blank
Blank
A catering type rack with 4 shelves
NV: an ice making machine by Brema 240v (Trade)
NV: a small domestic chest freezer by Beko 240v (Trade)
NV: a small compact washing machine by Zanussi type: Studio-line-FC1200W 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial soup kettle by Apollo 240v (Trade)
NV: a chest freezer by Electrolux type: Low frost 240v (Trade)
NV: an under counter washing machine by Beko type: WM6110W 240v
(Trade)
NV: an under counter fridge no make or model visible & a small domestic
chest freezer by Eurocold 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 x small domestic chest freezers 240v (Trade)
NV: an under counter fridge by Beko 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial Coca cola branded soft drink chiller in the shape of a Can
240v (Trade)
An under counter fridge by Currys 240v (Trade)
An under counter fridge by Zanussi 240v (Trade)
An under counter fridge by Hotpoint type: RLAAV22P 240v (Trade)
NV: a small compact tumble dryer by Creda & a spin dryer by Electra 240v
(Trade)
NV: a five ring gas fired range with hot plate, grill, 2 ovens & storage
compartment, no make or model visible (Trade)
NV: an counter top fridge by Naiko type: NR050 240v (Trade)
An electric jacket potato oven - king Edward potato baker (handle is broken)
240v (Trade)
NV: an integrated fan oven by Neff type: B1451 240v (Trade)
NV: a s-s table top bain marie by buffalo, a quantity of pots, trays & bins
(Trade)
Blank
NV: a mobile catering type refrigerated serving unit by Moffat type: VR5A
240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s triple coffee machine by Wega type: EVD/3 (1 coffee
handle is located in auction office) 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s triple coffee machine by Wega type: EVD/3 (1 coffee
handle is located in auction office) 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial s-s twin coffee machine by Wega type: EVD/C (1 coffee
handle is located in auction office) 240v (Trade)
Blank
NV: a quantity of red upholstered wooden pub chairs & 8 round wooden
tables Contents of 2 bays
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NV: a quantity of green upholstered wooden pub chairs & 6 various wooden
tables Contents of 2 bays
1 round white bistro style table & 4 plastic charcoal stacking chairs with metal
frames
2 round white bistro style table & 8 plastic charcoal stacking chairs with metal
frames
2 round white bistro style table & 8 plastic charcoal stacking chairs with metal
frames
2 round white bistro style table & 8 plastic charcoal stacking chairs with metal
frames
2 round white bistro style table & 8 plastic charcoal stacking chairs with metal
frames
2 round white bistro style table & 8 plastic charcoal stacking chairs with metal
frames
8 plastic charcoal stacking chairs with metal frames
NV: 4 round wood effect pub/restaurant tables
NV: a deep single s-s sink unit with draining board & shelf beneath
NV: a commercial handheld food mixer by Fimar type: MX25 240v (Trade)
NV: 2 cooking pots with lids
NV: a quantity of catering related items including: probe wipes, kitchen utensils,
an electric probe etc
NV: a commercial rice cooker & warmer model: SJ-420S/A 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial rice cooker by Buffalo type: J300 240v (Trade)
Blank
NV: a s-s catering type table with a thin shelf above & a shelf beneath
NV: a cast iron single LPG burner ring, an electric juicer by L'equip & a mobile
hand washing station by Handeman 240v/Gas (Trade)
NV: a s-s catering type table with shelf beneath
NV: a large LPG commercial water boiler by Parry type: GWB6P with regulator
& gas pipe (Trade)
NV: a square s-s catering table with shelf beneath
NV: a square s-s catering table with shelf beneath
NV: a domestic microwave oven by Proline type: Microchef-ST44 240v (Trade)
NV: a domestic microwave oven by Proline type: Microchef-SM11 240v (Trade)
NV: a commercial knife sharpener by Sharpenset-Whetstone 240v (Trade)
NV: a fire extinguisher & fire blanket
Blank
NV: a s-s catering type table with shelf beneath
NV: an LPG table top wet well Bain Marie with 6 pots & lids type: AGB-4G 4
screws/bolts are required to fix the glass shelf 240v (Trade)
Blank
NV: a s-s catering type table with shelf beneath
NV: an under counter washing machine by Servis type: Caress-1600A 240v
(Trade)
NV: a qty of blue plastic hanging warehouse door strips, metal support bars, a
flashing orange light 12v & 2 grey crates
NV: a compact table/counter top tumble dryer by White knight model: CL372WV 240v (Trade)
4 brown upholstered high back dining chairs
10 blue & white patterned cane effect chairs
4 square dark wood effect tables & 1 square light wood table
A rectangular wood effect table & 6 red upholstered chairs
A rectangular wood effect table & 4 red upholstered chairs
A rectangular wood effect table & 4 red upholstered chairs
A rectangular wood effect table & 4 red upholstered chairs
Blank
NV: an under counter fridge by Frigidaire & a microwave oven by Panasonic
240v (Trade)
NV: an under counter washing machine by Bosch type: 1400 240v (Trade)
NV: a gas fired domestic 4 ring oven & grill by Leisure Gas (Trade)
A commercial s-s double sink unit with drainer & shelf beneath
NV: 17 white plastic stacking garden chairs
NV: 8 all weather wicker tub type metal framed stacking chairs
NV: an integrated double oven with grill by Hotpoint/Creda collection 240v
(Trade)
A cash register by Olivetti type ECR-2100-Euro 240v (Trade)
A s-s heated display unit by Lincat type: A001 240v (Trade)
NV: a wall mounted electric heater by Heatlight Technology 240v (Trade)
NV: an electric hanging patio heater by Firefly type: OL1853 - 2.1kw (Trade)
NV: an electric hanging patio heater by Firefly type: OL1853 - 2.1kw (Trade)
NV: a table top electric patio heater by Firefly with an all weather wicker base
2.1kw (Trade)
Blank
NV: a tall outdoor patio heater by Firefly Boxed LPG (Trade)
NV: a tall outdoor patio heater by Firefly unboxed LPG (Trade)
A commercial tall display fridge by True type: GDM-19T please note there are
no shelves included 240v (Trade)
A countertop gas fired Salamander type grill by Zanussi (Trade)
A commercial single basket deep fat fryer by Halcyon 240v (Trade)
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A cellar beverage cooling system by Vision Integral type: 01-3101-15 240v
(Trade)
A compact commercial s-s glass washer by Class-EQ type: ECO2 240v
(Trade)
A compact commercial s-s glass washer by Derby type: DIHR 240v (Trade)
A s-s ceramic heat lamp gantry missing fixing tubes & 3 display stands
(Trade)
NV: a microwave oven by Sanyo 240v (Trade)
2 beverage tending pull along/backpacks by Thirst solutions, these come
with 4 refillable 3 gallon containers by NSF 2 x tending hoses, one CO2
gas supply connector (empty CO2 container) & a cool bag (Trade)
2 beverage tending pull along/backpacks by Thirst solutions, these come
with 4 refillable 3 gallon containers by NSF 2 x tending hoses, one CO2
gas supply connector (Trade)
NV: an old butchers bike with front basket & brooks leather saddle, sign
written - Mr Jack Jones - family butcher
NV: 1 complete kitchen recently removed from a house comprising of a
Zanussi oven with hood, 1 s/s sink, 3 floor cabinets, 3 wall cabinets &
worktop (Trade)
A small kitchen table & a compact tabletop Fridge by Argos 240v (Trade)
A rotary floor cleaner by Numatic, comes with various cleaning discs 240v
(Trade)
NV: a mobile s-s 2 door counter fridge by Apollo type: AGNR2 240v (Trade)
NV: a tall display fridge by Caravell no model visible 240v (Trade)
A commercial kitchen tool cleaner by Spectank 240v (Trade)
A commercial kitchen tool cleaner by Spectank 240v (Trade)
A commercial kitchen tool cleaner by Spectank 240v (Trade)
NV: An integrated fridge unit by Bosch 240v (Trade)
An electric s-s commercial wide compact fan oven by Unox type: XF085,
comes on a stand/tray rack 240v (Trade)
A deep ceramic Belfast/butlers sink by armitage shanks with wooden
worktop surround
A s-s commercial double door fridge by Foster (missing feet) 240v (Trade)
A bakers wood effect glass fronted bread display stand/rack
A bakers wood effect glass fronted bread display stand/rack
A commercial potato rumbler/peeler, no make or model visible & 3 x 25
gallon yellow bins 240v (Trade)
A commercial potato chipper by Crypto Peerless 240v (Trade)
A cash register by Sam4S type: ER-290, comes with till rolls and spare
ribbon 240v (Trade)
A cash register by Sam4S type: ER-290, comes with till rolls and spare
ribbon 240v (Trade)
A table/counter top bain marie type: BA/BS4 240v (Trade)
A commercial s-s soup kettle type: SB-6000S 240v (Trade)
A commercial soup kettle by the Victorian baking oven ltd type: W-008944
240v (Trade)
A s-s commercial table/counter top hot food cabinet by Parry no model
visible 240v (Trade)
A small milk fridge for use with commercial coffee machines no make or
model visible 240v (Trade)
Approx 15000 paper bags, contents of 1 pallet
1 outdoor coffee sign branded Caffe Mokarabia
NV: a s-s 6 burner gas fired range by Elba type: Excellence, oven & storage
beneath Gas (Trade)
An under counter fridge by Tricity Bendix & a microwave oven by Daewoo
240v (Trade)
NV: 6 bent wood metal framed chairs
NV: 6 bent wood metal framed chairs
NV: 6 bent wood metal framed chairs
NV: 6 bent wood metal framed chairs
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together
neatly in lines

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
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8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together neatly
in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together neatly
in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together neatly
in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together neatly
in lines
8 red upholstered metal framed stacking chairs, these chairs slot together neatly
in lines
End of sale
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DAY 2
Wednesday 7th December at 10.30 in Hangar 2.

NB. All electrical lots included in this Sale are deemed to be “Trade Lots”
2001
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1 fume extractor by Plymovent
NV: 1 large vice
NV: 3 fire extinguishers
NV: a qty of various hand power tools incl. a circular saw, a router, an angle
grinder, a drill, a hand mitre saw, a dove tail jig, floor boards cramps, floor
tiles etc. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves
NV: a qty of various electrical related items incl. cable, wall boxes,
thermostats etc. Contents of 2 shelves
1 petrol engine generator by Neilsen type CT1900. Please note an internet
check tells us this item is designed in Germany but manufactured in China
NV: a qty of various band saw blades. Contents of 2 shelves
1 pull start petrol engine generator by Sealey model GG0720 output 720w
A qty of safe lane marking kits by Vallon. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various plumbing related items
NV: a bucket pump by Brabender, 240v, 1 band facer / linisher by RJH
(requires belt & motor), 1 hand held circular saw & 1 jigsaw Contents of
bottom 2 shelves
A qty of various light bulbs. Contents of 2 shelves
A qty of various light fittings by Zumtobel Staff. Contents of 1 bay / 3 shelves
NV: a qty of various aviation radio / navigation equipment incl. 1 Garmin
GPS100 radio, 1 Cossor Precision ILS/WOR test set / signal generator
type CRM555, Nav-o-matic 300 & 400 units etc - items serviceable when
removed from aircraft
NV: 1 Brook Crompton 1.5kw 3ph motor & 1 pump by Wallace Tiernan 240v
NV: a qty of various items incl. a JCB jigsaw, door furniture, 2 roof bars etc.
Contents of 1 shelf
A qty of various filters. Contents of 2 shelves
1 single bag dust extractor by SIP, item no. 01453, 240v
NV: 2 metal roller conveyor units
NV: 2 black flight cases
1 trolley mounted pressure washer by Demon with lance / hose & a pull start
Honda petrol engine
1 rotary paddle mixer with no make visible, 110v
1 metal cutting circular saw by Ucimu, 3ph with stand
1 dust extractor by Dustmaster 110v & 2 lengths of flexible hose
1 vacuum lifting unit by Al-Vac Model Handy 202.020 with a Honda pull start
petrol engine
1 red metal display rack
1 blue metal strapping dispensing trolley (no strapping) & 2 red metal sack
trucks (1 is missing both wheels)
1 gas fired space heater by Standard Power - appears boxed & unused
1 hand operated Genie Lift capacity approx 227kg
1 manual tyre changer by HF type Ace
1 band saw by Startite type 316, 36 inch throat
NV: 1 horizontal milling machine by Selson type Senior, 240v
NV: 1 spindle moulder by Axminster (no model visible) 240v supplied with a
good selection of various tooling
NV: 1 small circular saw with stand by Fabrex, 240v
NV: 1 table saw with stand by Fox, 240v
NV: 1 table saw with stand by Elektra Beckum type TKHS315 M, 110v
NV: 1 pressure washer by Karcher type K2.38
NV: 1 work shop compressor by Ingersoll-Rand type EN6K75, 3ph
1 spindle moulder by SCM, 3ph, model T100, serial no. B.100281 fitted with
a Steff power feed type 34, 3ph
NV: 2 sets of cast metal platform scales - 1 by Alfred Wiseman & 1 with no
make visible
NV: 1 vintage tractor type fuel tank with original filler cap & 1 set of platform
scales by Avery capacity 28lbs
NV: 1 cement mixer by Power Craft type 5225, 240v
NV: 1 garden shredder by Power Base & a 3 way interchangeable cordless
set by Black & Decker with NO battery & NO charger
NV: 1 pallet containing 1 Airmaster compressor, 1 petrol engine pressure
washer, 1 Robin EX17 engine & 1 light
2 pallets containing a qty of various automobile filters
2 pallets containing a qty of various automobile filters
NV: 1 pallet containing 3 small fridges, 4 flasks & 1 small s/s sink
NV: 1 pallet containing various items incl. a heater, a cabinet, a vice etc
NV: 2 lengths of flexible hose with flanges on each end & 1 reduction box
ratio 1/735
1 manual tyre changer with no make visible
1 pallet containing a qty of various lengths of steel stock
NV: 1 set of high lift powered walk behind pallet trucks by Jungheinrich type
EMC 10G-115-160E, YOM 1998, capacity 1000kg, lift height approx 1.6m
with built in 240v charger
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NV: 3 boxes each containing 12 x bottles of outdoor furniture teak oil / sealant
1 mitre saw by Kinzo, 240v
NV: 1 small generator with Honda type EG1000 & 1 small welder by SIP type
160
NV: 1 wooden counter / work bench with metal top
A qty of safety spectacles by Pulsafe. Contents of 1 shelf
Blank
NV: a qty of various items incl. screws, 3 cans of paint, 6 saw blades etc
NV: 1 pallet containing a large qty of ceramic tiles - mainly Davey Wave Blue
NV: 1 pallet containing a large qty of various flat packed furniture items
NV: 1 pallet containing a qty of various useful bits of old wood incl. table top
parts, wood veneer, inlay strings etc
NV: 1 pallet containing 6 x heavy duty bearing assemblies suitable for scan
pump
NV: 1 pallet containing 6 x heavy duty bearing assemblies suitable for scan
pump
NV: 1 pallet containing 6 x heavy duty bearing assemblies suitable for scan
pump
NV: 1 ex-MoD container air conditioning unit by Dantherm
NV: 1 ex-MoD container air conditioning unit by Dantherm
NV: 1 ex-MoD container air conditioning unit by Dantherm
3 white ceramic basins & 1 white ceramic toilet by Roca (no cistern) - all unused
1 unused white ceramic toilet with cistern by Victoria Plumb & 2 used white
ceramic urinals
1 pallet containing 3 white ceramic sinks & 1 pedestal (pedestal has small chip)
1 pallet containing 2 white ceramic sinks & 2 pedestals
1 pallet containing 3 white ceramic sinks (no pedestals) & 2 cisterns
1 pallet containing 2 white ceramic toilets (no cisterns)
1 pallet containing 3 white ceramic toilets (no cisterns)
1 pallet containing a qty of various flue & accessories by Firebird
A qty of various items incl. flooring, door panels, cabinets incl. 1 white ceramic
vanity wash basin with wood effect cabinet
1 work shop compressor by Hydrovane model 128, 3ph with no control box & no
air receiver
1 pallet containing a qty of 1mm metal sheet
NV: 1 space heater by Draper, diesel / 240v
NV: 1 space heater by Draper, diesel / 240v
1 work shop compressor by Hydrovane model 68, 3ph with control box but no
air receiver
NV: 1 pallet containing various hand tools incl. spades, a pick axe, wrecking bar
etc
NV: 1 circular saw by DeWalt, 240v with stand bolted to wheeled skate
NV: 1 double ended grinder by Elu, 240v with stand
NV: 1 grey metal two door storage cabinet by Schafer
NV: 1 industrial sewing machine by Singer type 31K15, 240v mounted on table
with foot control
NV: 1 industrial sewing machine by Consew type 215, 240v mounted on table
with foot control
NV: 1 large chisel mortiser by Dominion, 3ph
1 pallet containing a qty of DEX Marilyn wall tiles & 1 mini basin (cracked)
NV: 8 bags of kindling
NV: 8 bags of kindling
NV: 8 bags of kindling
NV: 8 bags of kindling
NV: 8 bags of kindling
NV: 1 small petrol engine generator by Performance Power 780w, 1 site light &
1 corner shower tray
1 box containing a qty of 63 amp trailing connectors
1 x 50m roll of hydraulic hose by Agriflex, 5/16 inch
NV: 1 petrol engine blower by Homelite & 1 petrol engine hedge trimmer by
Kawasaki. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 Blackspur biscuit jointer, 1 Power Craft angle grinder, 1 Evolution Rage
circular saw, 1 Kinzo belt sander, 1 Power Devil sliding mitre saw & 1 Power
Devil hand held circular saw - all items 240v. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 2 x 20m coils of BMI Hiflex 13mm hose. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 petrol engine garden blower / vacuum by MTD type BV3100
1 dust protection screen by Portascreen in metal transit case & a qty of various
items incl. loft hatch covers / ceiling lights
A Clarke Strong Arm 10 ton hydraulic body repair kit in metal box (not known if
kit is complete) & 4 various drills, all 110v (1 is missing the chuck). Contents of
1 shelf
1 submersible pump by Tsurumi 110v
1 submersible pump by Clarke type Hippo 110v
A brother lifting chain (2 hook)
NV: 1 petrol engine strimmer by Challenge Xtreme
NV: 1 battery water purification unit by RD Power
NV: a cordless tool set by Snap On comprising of an impact driver, a light, 2
batteries & 1 charger
NV: 1 small petrol engine generator by Yamaha type EFC-1400
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NV: 1 Flymo Garden Vac 240v & 1 petrol engine chain saw by Kraft Welle.
Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 transformer 110v, 2 hand held circular saws & 1 Hilti TKI2500.
Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 metal mop bucket & a qty of various galvanised metal fixings.
Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 6 x 4L bottles of paraffin
NV: 1 manual tile cutter, 2 extension leads, 1 Thermo tubular heater & 1
First Aid kit
NV: 2 sets of vintage balance scales. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 black plastic commercial vehicle type storage locker with 2 keys.
Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various gas gauges & gas hose. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various items incl. a Truecraft hose repair system, 2 wooden
planes, a jack etc. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various items incl. drill bits, a drilling vice, clamps, disks etc.
Contents of 1 shelf
1 white ceramic wash basin by High Life type Elgin with matching pedestal both boxed. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 fan by Clarke Air & 1 Henry vacuum cleaner. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a qty of various tools & other items incl. a ladder stay, spirit levels,
netting, a Parasene heater etc. Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a qty of various tools & other items incl. a tarpaulin, fuel cans, a trailer
board etc. Contents of 2 shelves
NV: a qty of various items incl. electric cable. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 1 wooden work bench with a wood workers vice fitted
NV: 1 Record bench vice no. 3, 1 Paramo vice & 1 Record drilling vice
Blank
The following section of lots are here to be sold following the
liquidation of a local electrical contracting firm
1 drill by Bosch type Boschhammer GBH 2000, 110v
1 drill by Bosch type Boschhammer GBH 2000, 110v
1 drill by Bosch type Boschhammer GBH 2-22RE, 110v
1 drill by Bosch type Boschhammer GBH 2-22RE, 110v
1 drill by Bosch type Boschhammer GBH 2-22RE, 110v
1 drill by Bosch type Boschhammer GBH 2-22RE, 110v
2 drills by Bosch types GBH 2-26DRE & GBH 2SE - both 110v
2 drills by Bosch type GBH 2-20 SRE & GBH 2-20 SE - both 110v
1 heavy duty drill by Bosch type Boschhammer GSH5E, 110v
1 heavy duty drill by Bosch type Boschhammer GSH5E, 110v
1 heavy duty drill by Bosch type Boschhammer GSH5E, 110v
1 drill by Makita type HR3520, 110v
1 drill by Makita type HR3520, 110v
1 cordless drill by Hilti type TE4-A22 with charger & 2 x batteries
1 cordless drill by Bosch type Boschhammer GBH36 V-Li with charger & 2
batteries
1 cordless circular saw by Bosch type GKS 18 V-Li with charger & 2
batteries
1 cordless hammer drill by Hitachi type DH24DVC with charger & 2 batteries
1 right angle drill by Makita 110v with a carry case & a qty of drilling bits
1 right angle drill by Makita 110v with a carry case & a qty of drilling bits
1 right angle drill by Makita 110v with a carry case & NO drilling bits
1 right angle drill by Makita 110v with a carry case & NO drilling bits
1 right angle drill by Makita 110v with a Raaco toolbox & a qty of drilling bits
1 right angle drill by Makita 110v with a Raaco toolbox & a qty of drilling bits
1 Metabo drill & 1 DeWalt drill - both 110v
1 wall chaser by Hitachi type G13YC, 110v
3 various hand held circular saws (1 x Skilsaw, 1 x Hitachi & 1 x Bosch)
4 x Bosch power tools comprising of 2 x angle grinders, 1 x jigsaw & 1 x
GOP 250CE precision saw - all 110v
1 angle grinder by Metabo, 2 crimpers, 1 bench grinder & 2 clamps
1 large transformer 110v / 10kva
1 large transformer 110v / 10kva
1 transformer 110v / 3kva
1 transformer 110v / 3kva
1 transformer 110v / 3kva
2 transformers - both 110v / 1.5kva
2 transformers - both 110v / 1.5kva
4 x 110v items comprising of 2 lights, an extension lead & a distribution box
1 petrol engine generator type 3000CL. Please note this generator is
labelled as Honda but probably a Chinese copy
1 petrol engine generator by Honda output 2.2kva 1ph 110/240v
1 small petrol engine generator by Honda type EG1000 2 x 240v outlet
sockets
2 Hilmor cable reels type 696150
2 heavy duty axle stands & 2 Henry vacuum cleaners
1 aluminium podium step by Lyte
1 aluminium hop up type step
1 aluminium hop up type step
2 harnesses
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1 metal cutting sliding mitre saw by Evolution type Rage3DB, 110v
1 floor standing tube tender by Hilmor type EL35 Shortie
1 floor standing tube bender by Hilmor
2 yellow fibre glass / aluminium step ladders (1 x 3 step & 1 x 4 step)
2 yellow fibre glass / aluminium step ladders (1 x 3 step & 1 x 4 step)
2 yellow fibre glass / aluminium step ladders (1 x 3 step & 1 x 4 step)
5 various core drilling bits
1 multifunction tester by Megger type MFT1720 in plastic carry case with
various test leads
1 multifunction tester by Megger type MFT1710 in plastic carry case with
various test leads
2 multifunction testers by Megger type MFT1505/2 in plastic carry cases with
various test leads
1 multifunction tester by Megger type MFT1553 in plastic carry case with
various test leads
1 multifunction tester by Megger type MFT1552 in plastic carry case with
various test leads
1 multifunction tester by Megger type MFT1552 in plastic carry case with
various test leads
1 multifunction tester by Megger type MFT1552 in plastic carry case with
various test leads
A smoke & heat detector test set by Solo incl. telescopic handle, smoke
dispenser, removal tool, carry bag etc and 1 air flow instrument by TSI type
LCA301 and a qty of various accessories etc
1 metal cut off saw by Hitachi type CC14SF, 110v
2 multifunction testers by Fluke / Robin type 1652 in plastic carry cases but NO
test leads
NV: 1 Leica Lino L2 cross line laser with a Nedo Messfix precision measuring
staff
1 panoramic field strength meter by Felec type TV & SAT MC30A
1 carry case containing 2 Wavetek 300MHz cable testers type LT8600T and a
qty of various accessories
1 portable appliance tester by Avomegger type PAT4 DV/3
3 Robin test instruments & a qty of accessories comprising 1 x 3131
insulation/continuity meter, 1 x KMP4120 digital loop tester & 1 x KMP5404
digital RCD tester
A qty of various electronic test equipment inc a HT Combitest 2019, a Metrotest
unit, a Fluke phase rotation indicator, a light meter etc - contents of top shelf
of wheeled cage
A qty of various electronic test equipment inc 2 Seaward check boxes, a Robin
digital earth tester K4105, a solar power meter by Tenmars, a clamp tester, a
Metrotest extension lead tester etc
2 Dewalt laser chalk lines, 1 type DW087 & 1 type DW088 - contents of bottom
shelf of wheeled cage
A tall double extending aluminium ladder and a set of fibre glass / aluminium
step ladders - 5 step
1 triple extending aluminium ladder, 1 fibreglass/aluminium step ladder (7
tread) & 1 Vortice Aquadry cleaner
NV: 1 old lathe on cast metal stand supplied by West Central Engineering, 240v.
Has chuck & tail stock and currently set up for wire brushing. The saddle plate /
tool post are missing.
6 tubular heaters by Newlec type NLTH4, 240v. Contents of 1 shelf
1 electric die stock by REMS type Mini Amigo, 110v
2 standard chuck electric drills (both 240v) & a qty various long SDS drill bits
A qty of various LED light panels by Thorn etc. Contents of 1 shelf
A qty of florescent lights by Dextra. Contents of 1 shelf
32 various colour plastic Lin type bins containing a large qty of various electrical
stores items incl. MCBs etc. Contents of 2 shelves
A qty of various florescent lights. Contents of 1 shelf
32 various colour plastic Lin type bins containing a large qty of various electrical
stores items incl. thermostats etc. Contents of 2 shelves
A qty of various florescent lights. Contents of 1 shelf
18 various size / colour plastic Lin type bins containing a large qty of various
electrical stores items incl. cable boxes etc. Contents of 2 shelves
A qty of various florescent lights. Contents of 1 shelf
16 various size / colour plastic Lin type bins containing a large qty of various
electrical stores items incl. MCBs etc. Contents of 2 shelves
22 various size / colour plastic Lin type bins containing a large qty of various
electrical stores items incl. MCBs etc. Contents of 2 shelves
2 Van Vault tubes & a ladder bar
A qty of various electrical stores items incl. MCBs, florescent lights etc. Contents
of 2 shelves
A qty of various electrical stores items incl. heaters, PIRs, a portable induction
loop, boxes etc. Contents of 2 shelves
1 pallet containing a qty of various part used rolls of electric & other cable.
Gross weight of lot incl. pallet is approx 159kg
1 pallet containing a qty of various part used rolls of electric & other cable.
Gross weight of lot incl. pallet is approx 170kg
1 pallet containing a qty of various part used rolls of electric & other cable.
Gross weight of lot incl. pallet is approx 160kg
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1 pallet containing a qty of various part used rolls of electric & other cable.
Gross weight of lot incl. pallet is approx 148kg
1 pallet containing a qty of various part used rolls of electric & other cable.
Gross weight of lot incl. pallet is approx 187kg
1 pallet containing a qty of various part used rolls of electric & other cable.
Gross weight of lot incl. pallet is approx 173kg
1 pallet containing a qty of various part used rolls of electric & other cable
incl. fire resisting. Gross weight of lot incl. pallet is approx 220kg
1 pallet containing a qty of various part used rolls of electric & other cable
incl. braided & earth. Gross weight of lot incl. pallet is approx 90kg
1 pallet containing a qty of various part used rolls of electric & other cable
incl. armoured. Gross weight of lot incl. pallet is approx 150kg
2 pallets containing various lights & data cable incl. 2 x LED flood lights, buyer to remove all items
1 pallet containing a large qty of brass coloured socket fronts by UEP
3 pallets containing a qty of various light fittings by Zumtobel Staff incl.
Panos 60810254, 76113379, 62900098 etc
1 pallet containing a qty of various light fittings by JCC, Dextra etc
1 pallet containing a qty of 110v items incl. festoon lights & leads
1 pallet containing a qty of various light fittings by Eterna, Wilts, Hilclare etc
2 pallets containing a qty of various electrical related items incl. switches,
boxes etc
2 pallets containing a qty of various electrical related items incl. microwave
presence detectors, sockets etc
Blank
Blank
Blank
Blank
NV: 3 white double inset sinks by Damixa
NV: 1 pine door & 1 door with 4 glass panels
NV: 1 pipe bender by Record type 220
NV: 1 towing dolly previously used for moving a Tiger Moth plane
1 trolley with manual hydraulic adjustable height bed by Manutan, max lift
height 755mm & capacity approx 200kg
NV: 3 aluminium step ladders
1 set of high lift pallet trucks by Ekwo capacity approx 1000kg - goes up /
down
1 set of high lift pallet trucks by Ekwo capacity approx 1000kg - goes up /
down
1 set of high lift pallet trucks by Ekwo capacity approx 1000kg - goes up /
down very slowly & therefore requires attention
1 blue metal post room type trolley
1 blue metal post room type trolley
7 x Rockwool Firepro ablative coated batts
NV: 1 white plastic bath, 1 white ceramic basin with matching pedestal boxed
1 black plastic tank by Polytank
NV: 8 white interior doors
NV: 1 garden waste shredder by Al-Ko type H1300, 240v with power lead
4 various shower trays
NV: 18 packs of Blanco Brillo tiles
NV: 1 external UPVC door with frame & 3 keys
NV: 1 white plastic bath with front panel & glass screen
5 Ford alloy wheels (4 stud) with 185/60 R14 tyres fitted
NV: 1 set of pallet trucks
N/V an aluminium sign, a cast-iron fireplace and various doors etc
NV: 3 large hardwood framed glazed doors
NV: 1 tall step ladder by Slingsby & 1 low step ladder / platform
Blank to 2270
2 pallets containing a qty of various electrical & other items incl. extractor
fans, switches MCBs etc.
2 pallets containing a qty of various electrical & other items incl. insulated
flexible ducting, boxes etc
2 pallets containing a qty of various items incl. hand tools, plastic ducting etc
A qty of various items incl. ducting, capping, tracking, fittings etc. Stillage is
not included
2 pallets containing a qty of various items incl. light fittings, bulbs, wall boxes
etc
1 pantographic engraver by Rank Taylor Hobson type D, 240v with a small
qty of accessories
NV: 1 blacksmiths leg vice with metal table / stand
1 pallet containing a large qty of various items incl. flue pipe & accessories
by Remeha, Alpha, Valliant etc
NV: 1 petrol engine generator by Swiss Kraft type SK65iex
1 inverter arc welder by IFL type ARC250
2 x 15kg coils of MIG welding wire - 1.2mm
2 x 15kg coils of MIG welding wire - 1.2mm
3 x 15kg coils of MIG welding wire - 1.2mm
3 x 15kg coils of MIG welding wire - 1.2mm
A qty of various items incl. marine related & KAY dispensers (under bench)
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NV: 1 orange / blue metal work bench
NV: 1 inverter generator by Impax type IM2500i, 2.5kw - boxed
NV: 1 inverter generator by Impax type IM1500i, 1.5kw - boxed
NV: 1 inverter generator by Impax type IM800i, 0.78kw - boxed
1 metal cutting band saw by Startrite 3ph, no model visible
1 bench top swivel head metal cutting band saw by Axminster type Model
Engineers Series MCB115SHD, 240v - no stand (CR\700103)
1 sliding mitre saw by Axminster type Hobby Series AWSMS102, 10inch, 240v
(CR\501243)
1 band saw on metal stand by Axminster type Hobby Series HBS250N, 240v built (CR\508204)
1 bench top band saw by Axminster type Hobby Series HBS250N, 240v - boxed
and no stand included (CR\508204)
1 sliding mitre saw by Axminster type Hobby Series AWSMS102, 10inch, 240v
(CR\501243)
1 router table with folding stand by Axminster - no router fitted (CR\506271)
1 mitre saw stand by Axminster with folding legs & 2 wheels (CR\101634)
1 swivel head metal cutting band saw on metal stand by Axminster type Model
Engineers Series MCB115SHD, 240v (CR\700103)
1 morticer on metal stand by Axminster type Hobby Series AW19FM, 240v
(CR\501253)
1 bench top pillar drill by JET type JDP15 16mm, 240v - built (CR\510325)
1 bench top pillar drill by JET type JDP15 16mm, 240v - boxed (CR\510325)
1 bench top radial arm drill by Axminster type Hobby Series AH16RD, 16mm,
240v (CR\505201)
1 bench top radial arm drill by Axminster type Hobby Series AH16RD, 16mm,
240v - small dent on top cover (CR\505201)
1 wood turning lathe with stand by BURT type MC1643, 1100w, 240v
1 mitre cutting band saw on metal stand by Way Train type ELT UE-153DV1,
240v
1 circular saw bench by JET type JTS10, 240v - built (CR\510392)
1 circular saw bench by JET type JTS10, 240v - boxed (CR\510392)
1 bench top wood turning lathe by Axminster type Hobby AH-1218VS, 240v.
Please note the lathe bed is cracked but is supplied with another bed and
running gear will need changing over (CR\505021)
1 dry wall panel lifter - boxed
1 bench top thicknesser by Boye type ELT MB13, 13 inch, 240v
1 deluxe mitre saw stand by Axminster with folding legs (CR\211518)
1 manual hydraulic pallet stacker by NINGBO RUYI type SDJA1000, 1 Ton
Capacity, max lifting height 1600mm
Catalogue now continues at the far end of the next run of racking and runs back
towards you
1 belt & disk sander by Axminster type AS408, 240v 4 inch X 8 inch
(CR\501257)
1 belt & disk sander by Axminster type AS408, 240v 4 inch X 8 inch
(CR\501257)
1 compound / cross work table by Axminster (CR\400385)
1 bench grinder by Axminster type Engineer Series, 8 inch, 240v (CR\508346)
1 bench grinder by Axminster type Trade Series AT8SRG2 Slow Running, 240v
(CR\505195)
1 bench grinder by Axminster type Trade Series AT8SRG2 Slow Running, 240v
(CR\505195)
1 scroll saw by JET type JSS-16A, 240v (CR\101856)
1 variable speed scroll saw by JET type JSS-16, 240v (CR\100402)
1 bench top band saw by JET type JWBS9, 240v (CR\510421)
1 HVLP spray system by Fuji type Semi-PRO 2
1 metal belt grinder / sander by BURT type SAM001629, belt size 100mm x
1220mm, 240v
1 bench top micro lathe by Axminster type Seig C0, 240v (CR\505100)
1 work shop manual hydraulic press by BURT type TY10003, 10 ton
1 work shop manual hydraulic press by BURT type TY10003, 10 ton
1 bench top circular table saw by Axminster type TS-200, 240v (CR\501242)
1 inverter welder by IFL type MMA-135, 240v
1 inverter welder by IFL type MMA-135, 240v
1 inverter welder by IFL type MMA-135, 240v
1 inverter welder by High Pod type MMA 250, 240v
1 welder by I-Tech type Mig 150, 240v
1 angle grinder by IFL, 7 inch, 110v
1 angle grinder by IFL, 7 inch, 110v
2 angle grinders by IFL, 4.5 inch, 110v
2 angle grinders by IFL, 4.5 inch, 110v
2 angle grinders by IFL, 4.5 inch, 110v
2 angle grinders by IFL, 4.5 inch, 110v
1 dual voltage inverter air plasma cutter by IFL type Cut 40
1 dual voltage inverter air plasma cutter by IFL type Cut 40
1 automatically darkening welding helmet
1 automatically darkening welding helmet
1 automatically darkening welding helmet
1 automatically darkening welding helmet
1 automatically darkening welding helmet
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1 automatically darkening welding helmet
1 folding table by Axminster - 670W /1600L /760H (CR\900346)
1 MIG welder by Arcsonic type MIG 350Y, 350amp, 3ph
NV: a fall arrest system comprising of a length of wire rope with fixings, 1
Latchways single span energy absorber & 1 Latchways 7M SRL retractable
cable. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a fall arrest system comprising of a length of wire rope with fixings, 1
Latchways single span energy absorber & 1 Latchways 7M SRL retractable
cable. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: a fall arrest system comprising of a length of wire rope with fixings, 1
Latchways single span energy absorber & 1 Latchways 7M SRL retractable
cable. Contents of 1 shelf
NV: 2 convex security type mirrors
1 Clare multiple earth loop tester type V144 & 2 universal Avo meters
3 bollard lights
Blank
Blank
Catalogue now continues briefly on the opposite side of hangar 2
NV: 1 wooden straight run staircase - 12 tread
NV: 1 wooden straight run staircase - 11 tread
NV: 10 folding leg stage sections, each approx 2.34m x 1.17m
A qty of tongue / groove timber each length approx 4.2m
1 pallet containing a large qty of MDF boards incl. MR
NV: a temporary floor comprising of chipboard sheets attached to lengths of
60mm x 38mm wood which are screwed together & 5 sheets of standard
chipboard
NV: 1 bay of orange / blue metal boltless pallet racking
NV: 1 large work table with metal frame on castor wheels
NV: 1 stair case - 10 tread
NV: a qty of white interior doors
NV: a qty of 106 lengths of BSW building timber each length approx 63mm x
38mm x 2.4m (top stack)
NV: a qty of 81 lengths of BSW building timber each length approx 63mm x
38mm x 2.4m (middle stack)
NV: a qty of 81 lengths of BSW building timber each length approx 63mm x
38mm x 2.4m (bottom stack)
1 pallet containing a qty of white metal stores type racking comprising of 10
uprights at 2.45m high & a qty of shelves at 1.2m wide / 32cm deep
NV: 22 sheets of Celotex insulation each at 1.2m x 45cm x 50mm thick
NV: 22 sheets of Celotex insulation each at 1.2m x 45cm x 50mm thick
NV: 23 sheets of Celotex insulation each at 1.2m x 45cm x 50mm thick
NV: 23 sheets of Celotex insulation each at 1.2m x 45cm x 50mm thick
NV: 5 sheets of Celotex insulation each at 2.4m x 1.2m x 150mm thick
NV: 11 sheets of Celotex insulation each at 2.4m x 1.2m x 100mm thick - 3
sheets have damage to one corner
Blank
Catalogue now continues outside in the yard
NV: 3 metal drums (no lids) & 1 metal sack truck
NV: 1 large glazed UPVC window
6 roof terminals for commercial fans by Greenwood ECO
NV: 1 hydraulically adjustable lifting / positioning arm by Dalmec, max
capacity approx 170kg
NV: 1 pallet containing 22 various size sealed double glazing panes (glass
only, no frames supplied)
1 dumpy bag containing flexible metal ducting
NV: 1 green plastic bunded oil tank by Plashapes capacity approx 1150L
NV: 3 narrow roller shutter doors
NV: 4 pallets containing a qty of decorative faux stone blocks comprising of
1 pallet of the following sizes 25 x 14 x 10cm, 22 x 22 x 10cm, 23 x 7 x
10cm & 37 x 14 x 10cm
NV: 1 dumpy bag containing decorative building stone
NV: 1 tail lift removed from commercial vehicle (capacity not visible)
A fork lift mountable twin drum grab by Manutan
5 powered roller conveyor units by Conveyor Units Ltd
A 6 section bolt to floor / wall cantilever storage rack
1 crate containing a large qty of imported roofing slate, size approx 400mm
x 200mm, qty approx 1106
1 crate containing a large qty of imported roofing slate, size approx 400mm
x 200mm, qty approx 1125
1 crate containing a large qty of imported roofing slate, size approx 400mm
x 200mm, qty approx 1116
1 crate containing a large qty of imported roofing slate, size approx 500mm
x 250mm, qty approx 389
NV: 1 spraying unit by Allman type 300
NV: 3 large reclaimed wooden beams
NV: 7 various size / type reclaimed wooden beams
A qty of various doors
NV: 3 galvanised metal gates
1 Bomford tractor mounted hedge trimmer type Farm Trim 435
1 pallet containing 59 x bags of rock salt (20kg bags)
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NV: 3 part used tyres by Dunlop suitable for Land Rover Discovery size
245/75R16
NV: 1 pallet containing a qty of wooden posts
NV: a qty of older type metal scaffolding (knock / lock together type)
NV: a qty of 140 Durox Aircrete blocks
NV: a qty of black painted metal rounded top railings
NV: a low of low Heras type fence panels & a qty of feet
NV: 15 standard size / height metal Heras type fence panels, 4 pedestrian
doorway frames & a qty of feet
A qty of various wood incl. long square posts etc (top and bottom stacks)
A qty of various wooden posts (top stack)
A qty of tongue / groove timber (middle stack)
A qty of various wood incl. 4 x 2 etc (bottom stack)
A qty of various wood incl. large posts (top stack)
A qty of various posts mainly 125 x 125mm & 150 x 150mm (bottom stack)
1 pallet containing a qty of various fire place hearths - mainly granite & slate
NV: 1 oil tank capacity 1350L (non bunded)
A large qty of various stacking plastic trays by Trousdale
1 individual bulk container (IBC)
1 individual bulk container (IBC)
NV: 1 Belfast type sink & 1 similar but shallower
NV: a black metal mesh gas bottle cage
NV: 3 adjustable height metal trestles
A qty of various wood incl. a large post approx 20cm x 20cm x 3.67m etc (top
stack)
A qty of various wood incl. 150mm x 22mm etc (middle stack)
A qty of various wood incl. 70mm x 45mm, 95mm x 45mm etc (bottom stack)
A qty of various wood incl. 90mm x 38mm, 95mm x 22mm, 100mm x 50mm etc
(top 2 stacks)
A qty of various wood, mainly 120mm x 22mm (bottom stack)
A qty of various wood incl. 220mm x 30mm, 95mm x 45mm etc (top stack)
A qty of various wood incl. 95mm x 45mm, 120mm x 22mm etc (bottom stack)
A qty of feather edge timber & various other lengths of wood (on top of pallet of
feather edge)
NV: a qty of metal tube & 2 wooden posts
1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3.66m
1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3.66m
1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3.66m
1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3.6m
1 tropical hardwood gate width approx 3.6m
1 hardwood (oak) gate width approx 3.6m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
1 wooden gate width approx 4.25m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.96m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.6m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.6m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.6m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.66m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.36m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.36m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.05m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.05m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.05m
1 wooden gate width approx 3.05m
1 wooden gate width approx 2.7m
1 wooden gate width approx 2.44m
1 wooden gate width approx 2.44m
1 wooden gate width approx 1.8m
1 wooden gate width approx 1.88m
1 wooden gate width approx 1.83m
1 wooden gate width approx 1.83m
1 wooden gate width approx 1.68m
1 wooden gate width approx 1.68m
1 wooden gate width approx 1.53m
1 wooden gate width approx 1.53m
1 wooden gate width approx 1.06m
1 wooden gate width approx 0.9m
1 wooden gate width approx 1.2m
1 wooden gate width approx 0.9m
A pair of wooden gates, each approx 1.32m wide x 2.44m high
NV: a large qty of various lengths of wood
NV: 12 wooden ladder type trusses
NV: 1 large s/s worktop approx 3m x 1m
NV: 1 wooden garden picnic table with built in seats
NV: 1 pallet containing a qty of glazed UPVC windows
A qty of insulated metal roofing sheets by Steadmans comprising of 2 full sheets
(6m long) & 3 shorter off cut sheets (40mm insulation)
Blank
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Catalogue now continues back inside hangar against the side wall on
RHS
NV: 4 sheets of plyboard
A qty of various shower / bath screens & laminate flooring
NV: 2 wood framed bamboo fence panels each approx 6ft x 6ft (L)
NV: 2 wood framed bamboo fence panels each approx 6ft x 6ft (K)
NV: 4 wood framed willow lattice fence panels each approx 6ft x 6ft (J)
NV: 3 wood framed bamboo fence panels each approx 6ft x 3ft (H)
NV: 5 wood framed willow lattice fence panels each approx 6ft x 3ft (G)
NV: 2 bamboo fence panels each approx 5ft 6inch x 5ft 6 inch (F)
NV: 3 bamboo fence panels each approx 5ft 6inch x 5ft 6 inch (E)
NV: 4 bamboo fence panels each approx 5ft 6inch x 5ft 6 inch (D)
NV: 4 bamboo fence panels each approx 5ft 6inch x 5ft 6 inch (C)
NV: 4 wood framed willow lattice fence panels each approx 6ft x 6ft & 2
similar but smaller fence panels
NV: 2 wood framed willow lattice fence panels, 1 approx 6ft x 6ft & 1 approx
6ft x 4ft 6 inch (B)
NV: 4 Hazel hurdle fence panels each approx 6ft x 6ft (A)
NV: a Hatfield 3 tier water feature - solar with pump
NV: a Dalton 4 tier cascade & herb planter 240v - solar with pump
NV: a dark stone effect monolith / porthole water feature with lights 240v
NV: a Corten steel vertical water feature with pump & colour changing lights
NV: a 3 section concrete wood effect bench
NV: 1 concrete bird bath with rose decorations
NV: 1 concrete bird bath with rose decorations
NV: 4 concrete garden ornaments comprising of 1 lion mask & 3 wall hung
planters
NV: a concrete 2 piece planter in the style of an urn
NV: a concrete 2 piece planter in the style of an urn
NV: 2 concrete 2 piece planters in the style of an urn
NV: 2 concrete 2 piece planters in the style of an urn
NV: 1 Elaeagnus in 7.5L pot
NV: 1 Elaeagnus in 7.5L pot
NV: 1 Fatsia in 30L pot
NV: 1 Gunnera / giant rhubarb in 35L pot
NV: 1 Gunnera / giant rhubarb in 35L pot
NV: 1 Gunnera / giant rhubarb in 35L pot
NV: 1 Gunnera / giant rhubarb in 35L pot
NV: 1 Phormium in 35L pot
NV: 1 Phormium in 35L pot
NV: 1 Phormium in 35L pot
NV: 1 Phormium in 20L pot
NV: 1 Picea in 30L pot
NV: 1 yellow bamboo in 15L pot
NV: 3 Blue Cedar in 3L pots
NV: 2 Arrow bamboo in 15L pots
NV: 3 Phormium in 12L pots

2523

The following section of roses are direct from a local nursery. There is
a wide variety of types and it is not practical to list with detail. They
are being sold in mixed lots of ten and viewing is recommended.
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10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 3L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 4L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 4L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 4L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 4L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 4L black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in 4L black plastic pots
NV: 1 patio heater type OL2370
NV: 1 patio wall heater type OL2800
NV: 1 patio wall heater type OL2801
NV: 1 wall heater type OL0308
NV: 1 wall heater type OL2731
NV: 1 free standing 1.8kw heater type OL2154
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
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10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
10 various rose plants in black plastic pots
1 pallet containing 20 various rose plants in black plastic pots
1 pallet containing 26 various rose plants in black plastic pots
1 pallet containing 30 various rose plants in black plastic pots
1 pallet containing 30 various rose plants in black plastic pots
1 pallet containing 30 various rose plants in black plastic pots
1 pallet containing 30 various rose plants in black plastic pots
1 pallet containing 30 various rose plants in black plastic pots
1 petrol engine lawn mower by Florabest type
2 petrol engine lawn mowers - 1 x Sovereign & 1 x Honda Izy
1 pressured vessel by Lowara with a Nocchi pump type JET 1000-M
NV: 1 electric forklift reach truck by Jungheinrich (no model visible), hour meter
reads 05872 hours & supplied with a Akkumat battery charger
A twin axle horse box by Ifor Williams model HB505R
A trailer mounted twin traffic light set by SRL type Radio Light
A trailer mounted twin traffic light set by SRL type Radio Light
NV: a single axle trailer with spare wheel, no make visible & please note has
ring hitch fitted
NV: a small un-braked single axle covered trailer with spare wheel
Blank to 2589
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VEHICLES
2590

The following section of vehicles, lots 2591 to 2601, will be sold in the
run of sale. They will be subject to 10% Buyer's Premium plus VAT
@ 20%. VAT is also charged on the hammer price except where
marked NV (NO VAT) in the lot description. All lots are sold as seen,
as they lie, regardless of the catalogue description, so must be
viewed before bids can be accepted. Vehicles or other items sold
under Court Order or By Order of the Bailiffs may be withdrawn if
debts are paid, so please check with the Auction Office.

2591

10% BP - NV - VW Golf Cabriolet S 2-door Convertible, VRM: T694 JGT,
Odometer: 109,709, 1781cc, Manual, Petrol, Black, 1st Reg: 17/05/1999,
MOT: 25/05/2017, V5C Present, Key Present, Former Keepers: 7.
Repaired Cat C insurance loss 2012 - VIC Pass 2015.

2592

10% BP - NV - Mazda Premacy GXI 5-door Hatchback, VRM: YL02 YZK,
Odometer: 89,291, 1840cc, Manual, Petrol, Silver, 1st Reg: 17/08/2002,
MOT: 19/03/2017, V5C Present, Key Present, manuals. Former Keepers:
1.

2593

10% BP - VAT - Renault Kangoo SL17 DCI 70 car derived Van, VRM: WF07
WJO, Odometer: 152,882, 1461cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
13/04/2007, MOT: 14/04/2017, V5C Present, Key Present, Former
Keepers: 0. Insolvency

2594

10% BP - VAT - Renault Kangoo SL17 DCI 70 car derived Van, VRM:
WJ56 ENM, Odometer: 122,069, 1461cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
25/09/2006, MOT: 29/09/2017, V5C Present, Key Present, Former
Keepers: 0. Insolvency

2595

10% BP - VAT - Renault Kangoo SL17 DCI 70+ Panel Van, VRM: WG04
EKZ, Odometer: 153,513, 1461cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
27/05/2004, MOT: 27/05/2017, V5C Present, Key Present, manuals.
Former Keepers: 0. Insolvency

2596

10% BP - VAT - Ford Transit Connect T200 TDDI SWB Panel Van, VRM:
WF03 VVL, Odometer: 120,973, 1753cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
29/04/2003, MOT: 02/05/2017, V5C Present, Key Present, Former
Keepers: 1. Insolvency

2597

10% BP - VAT - Renault Kangoo SL17 DCI 70+ Panel Van, VRM: WG53
ZCA, Odometer: 147,815, 1461cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
28/01/2004, MOT: 28/01/2017, V5C Present, Key Present, Former
Keepers: 0. Insolvency

2598

10% BP - VAT - Renault Kangoo SL17 DCI 70+ Panel Van, VRM: WJ54
WZM, Odometer: 191,814, 1461CC, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
02/09/2004, MOT: 26/02/2017, V5C Present, Key Present, Former
Keepers: 1. Insolvency

2599

10% BP - NV - Vauxhall Astra Club CDTI Car Derived Van, VRM: DU58
TPV, Odometer: 197,317, 1686cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg:
09/09/2008, MOT: 15/03/2017 (GOV.UK site), V5C Present, Key Present,
Former Keepers: 2. believed to have gasket problem

2600

10% BP - NV - Peugeot Boxer 330 MWB Panel Van, VRM: WP57 NTY,
Odometer: unknown, 2198cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg: 31/01/2008,
MOT: expired 21/09/2016, No V5C, Key Present, Former Keepers: 2.

2601

10% BP - NV - Ford Transit 350 LWB Panel Van, VRM: FX08 LGW,
Odometer: unknown, 240cc, Manual, Diesel, White, 1st Reg: 01/08/2008,
MOT: expired 01/08/2016, V5C (Blue copy/no section V5C/3), Key
Present, Former Keepers: 1. engine removed & in back of van

2602

End of sale for this rostrum
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